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Preface 
Mathematics is a central element of our current technology but few people realize that 
this celebrated high technology is so strongly based on Mathematics. The theory of 
variational inequalities is a powerful and elegant tool of the current mathematical 
technology and have become a rich source of inspiration for scientist and engineers. 
There are numerous standard textbooks and monographs dealing with various aspects 
of this domain. In the last four decades, this theory has been extended and general-
ized in various directions. Simultaneously, the theory of complementarity problems 
is grown up because of the applications to a wide class of mathematical models re-
lated to optimization, game theory, economics, engineering, mechanics, elasticity, 
fluid mechanics, stochastic optimal control, etc. For further detail on complemen-
tarity problems, we refer to a recent monograph by Isac [57] and references therein. 
There are three different aspects to study variational inequalities and complementarity 
problems (i) Mathematical Modelling: To convert the problems of real life or the prob-
lems from science, engineering and social sciences into a variational inequality prob-
lem/complementarity problem is called mathematical modelling, (ii) Existence The-
ory: To study the existence of solutions of variational inequalities/complementarity 
problems, (iii) Numerical Methods: To find the algorithms for computing the approx-
imate solutions of variational inequalities/complementarity problems, which converge 
to the exact solution. 
This thesis deals with existence theory and numerical methods of different kinds of 
variational inequalities, variational-like inequalities, variational inclusions and com-
plementarity problems. 
VI 
vu 
Chapter 1 deals with the brief introduction of variational inequalities, variational-
like inequalities, variational inclusions and complementarity problems besides some 
basic definitions and results from the Functional Analysis. 
In chapter 2, we consider the completely generalized nonlinear variational-like 
inequalities/inclusions with or without compact valued mappings. We first prove 
the existence of weak solutions of completely generalized nonlinear variational-like 
inequality problem in the setting of locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces. 
Secondly, we propose an iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions 
of completely generalized nonlinear variational-like inclusions with noncompact valued 
mappings in the setting of Hilbert spaces. We prove that the approximate solutions 
obtained by the proposed algorithm converge to the exact solution of our variational-
like inclusion. We also prove that the existence of a solution of our problem. Some 
special cases are also discussed. In the last section of this chapter, we consider the 
random generalization of completely generalized nonlinear variational-like inclusions. 
The iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions, their convergence and 
existence of a solution are also discussed. 
In chapter 3, we suggest the iterative methods for computing the approximate solu-
tions of generalized nonlinear quasi-variational inclusion problems. The existence and 
convergence of solutions obtained by suggested algorithms are also studied. Several 
special cases are also mentioned. 
In chapter 4, we consider two different classes of generalized co-quasi-variational 
inequalities in the setting of Banach spaces. By using the sunny nonexpensive re-
tractions, we construct the projection iterative methods for finding the approximate 
solutions of our problems. Some existence and convergence results are also derived. 
In the last section, we consider the multivalued co-quasi-variational inequality prob-
lem for fuzzy mappings. Following the technique of the first two sections, we give an 
iterative algorithm and prove the convergence results for the approximate solutions 
obtained by proposed algorithm. The existence result for a solution of this problem 
is also investigated. 
Vlll 
In chapter 5, we consider the generalized nonlinear variational inclusion problem 
(for short, GNVIP) in the setting of Banach spaces. Several special cases of (GNVIP) 
are also given. By using the resolvent operator technique for m-accretive operator 
defined on a Banach space, we convert our problem into a fixed point problem. This 
characterization is used to propose an iterative algorithm for computing the approx-
imate solutions of (GNVIP). The convergence of approximate solutions obtained by 
the proposed algorithm and the existence of a solution of (GNVIP) are also studied. 
In the last section of this chapter, we extend the generalized nonlinear variational 
inclusion problem for fuzzy mappings. We also extend the iterative algorithm, and 
convergence and an existence result of second section of this chapter for fuzzy map-
pings. 
Finally, in chapter 6, we study a class of generalized quasi-complementarity prob-
lems with fuzzy multivalued mappings and suggest a new algorithm for computing 
the approximate solutions of this class of generalized quasi-complementarity prob-
lems. We also discuss the existence of a solution of our problem without compactness 
assumption and the convergence of the iterative sequences generated by the algorithm. 
Some special cases are also given. 
The section 3.2 and chapter 6 have been accepted for the publication in Mathe-
matical and Computational Applications and International Journal of Fuzzy Systems, 
respectively. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter, we first present some basic definitions and results from Functional Anal-
ysis which will be used in the sequel. Then we give a brief introduction of variational 
inequalities, variational-like inequalities, variational inclusions and complementarity 
problems. 
1.1 Introduction 
As long as a branch of knowledge offers an abundance of problems, it is 
full of vitality. 
David Hilbert 
Because of the applications of Functional Analysis in Sciences, Engineering and Social 
Sciences, a great deal of work has been done in this area. Specially, the Nonlinear 
Analysis, a branch of Functional Analysis, has grown very rapidly and has many in-
teresting applications in partial differential equations, mechanics, optimization, game 
theory, economics, engineering, etc. The theory of variational inequalities is one of the 
fields of applications of Nonlinear Analysis. It was introduced in sixties by the Italian 
and French Schools as a joint and concerted efforts of two leading mathematicians 
of this period, Guido Stampacchia and Jacques-Louis Lions. This theory has many 
applications in different branches of Sciences. In the last four decades, variational 
inequalities have been extended and generalized in different directions. 
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In the second section, we present some definitions and results from Functional 
Analysis which will be used in the sequel. The third section deals with the brief 
introduction of variational inequalities. Section 4 is devoted to the variational-like 
inequalities which are generalizations of variational inequalities. We also present 
different kinds of variational-like inequalities in this section. In section 5, we present 
the generalization of variational inequalities, known as variational inclusions. A brief 
introduction of complementarity problems is given in the last section of this chapter. 
1.2 Tools from Functional Analysis 
In this section, we present some basic definitions and results from Functional Analysis 
which will be used in the subsequent chapters. 
Throughout the thesis, we shall use the following notations. For any nonempty set 
X, we denote by 2-'^,CB{X) and C{X), the family of all nonempty subsets of X, the 
family of all nonempty, closed and bounded subsets of X, and family of all nonempty 
compact subsets of X, respectively. If A is a nonempty subset of a topological vector 
space Y then we denote by co(^), int(yl) and 90, the convex hull, the interior of A 
and the subdifferential of (j), respectively. 
Let H he a, Hilbert space with its dual H* whose norm and inner product are 
denoted by ||.|| and (.,.), respectively. 
Definition 1.2.1. A mapping g : H -^ H is called: 
(i) monotoneif {g{x)-g{y),x-y) >0, "^ x,y G H; (1.2.1) 
(ii) strictly monotone if equality holds in (1.2.1) only if x = y; 
(iii) strongly monotone if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
(gi^) - 9{y),x -y)> r\\x - y||^ \f x,yeH; 
(iv) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
\\9{x) - g{y)\\ < s\\x - y\\, \/x,yeH. 
Theorem 1.2.1. [86] Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of Hilbert space 
H. Then "^ z e H, 3 unique u e K such that 
\\z-u\\ = inf^^i^Wz - v\\. (1.2.2) 
Definition 1.2.2. The point u satisfying (1.2.2) is called the projection of z onto K 
and we write 
U = PK{Z). 
Lemma 1.2.2. [68j. If K is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H and z is a 
given point in H, then u £ K satisfies the inequality 
{u — z,v — u) > 0, V w e K, 
if and only if 
U = PK{Z), (1.2.3) 
where PK is the projection of H onto K. 
Lemma 1.2.3. [68]. The mapping PK defined by (1.2.3) is nonexpansive, i.e., 
\\PK{U)-PK{V)\\<\\U-V\\, yu,veH. 
Lemraia 1.2.4. [71]. If K{u) = m{u) + K and K is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of H, then "i u,v E H, 
PK{u)V = m{u) + PK{v-m{u)), (1.2.4) 
where m : H -^ H is a mapping. 
Theorem 1.2.5. [86] (Riesz representation theorem) If f is bounded linear functional 
on a Hilbert space H, there exists a unique vector v G H such that 
f{u)^{ti,v), yueHand\\f\\ = \\v\\. 
Now, we present some basic definitions and results from the Set-Valued Analysis 
which will be used in the sequel. 
Definition 1.2.3. Let X and Y be topological vector space. A multivalued mapping 
P : X -> 2^ is called 
(i) upper semicontinuous at XQ E X if for every open set V in F containing P{xo), 
there exists an open neighborhood U of XQ in X such that P{x) CV, V x G (7, 
(ii) closed if for every net {xx} converges to a;, and {yx} converges to y* such that 
V A, yx E P{^x) implies that y, e P{x*), 
(iii) graph of P , denoted by G{P) is 
G(P) = {{x,z)eXxY •.x£X,ze P{x)}. 
Remark 1.2.1. (i) Every upper semicontinuous multivalued map is closed, 
(ii) A multivalued map is closed if its graph is closed. 
Theorem 1.2.6. [7j Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff topological 
vector space X, and let P,Q : K —> 2^ be two multivalued maps. Assume that the 
following conditions hold. 
(i) For each x £ K, co{P[x)) C Q{x) and P{x) is nonempty. 
(ii) K = \J{intKP-\y):yeK}. 
(iii) If K is not compact, assume that there exist a nonempty compact convex subset 
B of K and a nonernpty compact subset D of K such that for each x E K \D 
there exists y E. B such that x e intKP~^{y)-
Then there exists x E K such that x G Q{x). 
Definition 1.2.4. [27] A multivalued mapping Q : H -^ 2" is said to be H-Lipschitz 
continuous if there exist a constant 7 > 0 such that 
n{Q{x),Q{y))<j\\x-y\\, ^ x,y E H, 
where 'H{.,.) is a Hausdorrf metric on H. 
Definition 1.2.5. A multivalued mapping Q : H ^ 2^ is called: 
{i) monotone ii{u-v,x-y) >0, "i x,y e H, u e Q{x),v e Q{y); (1.2.5) 
(ii) strictly monotone if equality holds in (1.2.5) only ii x — y; 
(iii) strongly monotone if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{u-v,x-y)> r\\x - y\\^, y x,y e H, uE Q{x), v G Q{y); 
(iv) maximal monotone if and only if Q is monotone and there is no other monotone 
mapping whose graph contains strictly the graph of Q. 
Lemma 1.2.7. [12] Let B be a reflexive Banach space endowed with strictly convex 
norm and ^ : 5 —>• R U {+00} be proper, convex, lower semicontinuous function. 
Then the subdifferential map d(p : B -^ 2^' is maximal monotone. 
Definition 1.2.6. [11, 105] Let Q : H -^ 2" he & maximal monotone mapping. For 
any fixed a > 0, the mapping J^{x) : H -^ H defined by 
j2{x) = {I + aQ)-\x), yxeH, 
is called resolvent operator of Q, where / stands for the identity mapping on H. 
The resolvent operator J^ is single valued and nonexpansive, that is, 
\\JSi^)-JSm<\\^-y\\ yx,yeH. 
Since the sudifferential dcj) of a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous function (p : 
H —>• EU{+oo} is a maximal monotone multivalued map, it follows that the resolvent 
operator Jf'^  of index a of dcp is given by 
J^'i>{x) = {! + ad(j))-\x), \/xeH. 
Definition 1.2.7. A mapping J : B ^ B* is called normalized duality mapping if 
||J(a;)||* = llsll and (a;, J(2;)) = ||a;||^ V a; G 5 . 
The uniform convexity of the space B means that for any given e > 0 there exists 
5 > 0 such that y x,y e B, \\x\\ < 1, \\y\\ < 1, \\x - y\\ = e ensure the following 
inequality 
\\x + y\\<2{l-S). 
The function 
Ss{e) = inf | l - 1!^ ±M : ||:,|| ^ 1, ||^|| ^ 1^  ||^  _ y|| = , | 
is called the modulus of the convexity of the space B. 
The uniform smoothness of the space B means that for any given e > 0 , there 
exists 5 > 0 such that 
holds. 
The function 
P3(t) = sup { ^ i ± ^ = ^ - 1 : W = 1, W = (} 
is called the modulus of the smoothness of space B. 
Remark 1.2.2. The space B is uniformly convex if and only if 5s(e) > 0 for all e > 0, 
and it is uniformly smooth if and only if lim^~VB(^) — 0-
t-yO 
Proposition 1.2.8. [2] Let B be a uniformly smooth Banach space and J be a nor-
malized duality mapping from B to B*. Then, \/ x,y E B, we have 
(i) \\x + yf < \\x\\' + 2{y,J{x + y)), 
(ii) {x-y,Jix)-J{y)) < 2d'pB{M\x-y\\/d), 
where d = ^JiM^+ \\y\\^)/2. 
Definition 1.2.8: The mapping G : B -^ B is said to be strongly accretive if there 
exist a constant 7 > 0 such that 
{G(x) - Giy), J[x - y)) > ^\\x - y\\\ V x,y E B. 
Definition 1.2.9. [13, 39] A mapping QQ : B -^ Q,, where 0 be a nonempty, closed 
and convex subset of B, is said to be 
(i) retraction on Q if Qf^ = QQ, 
(ii) nonexpansive retraction if it satisfies the inequality 
WQiix - Qny\\ < \\x - y\\, V x,y G B, 
(iii) sunny retraction if for all x G B and for all —00 < t < 00 
Qa{QQX + t{x-Qnx)) =Qnx. 
Proposition 1.2.9. [39] Qa is a sunny nonexpansive retraction if and only ifi x,y Q 
B 
{x - QQX, J{Qnx ~ y)) > 0. 
Proposition 1.2.10. [3J Let Q be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a Banach 
space B and let m : B -^ B be a mapping. Then W x e B, we have 
Qn+m{x)X = m{x) + Qn{x- m(x)). 
Definition 1.2.10. [14] A multivalued map A : D{A) C 5 -> 2^ is said to be 
(i) accretive ify x,y e D{A), u G A{x), v G A{y), 3 j{x -y) e J{x - y) such that 
{u-v,j{x-y)) > 0, 
(ii) k-strongly accretive, k e (0,1) if V x,y e D{A), 3 j{x-y) E J{x-y) such that 
Vu G A{x), V e A{y), 
{u-v,j{x-y)) > k\\x-yf, 
(iii) m-accretive if A is accretive and (/ + pA){D{A)) = B for every p > 0, where / 
is the identity mapping. 
Remark 1.2.3. [29] li B = B* = H, Hilbert space, then yl : D{A) C F -> 2^ is an 
m-accretive mapping if and only if A : D{A) C i / —> 2^ is a maximal monotone 
mapping. 
1.3 Variational Inequalities 
In this section, we present a brief introduction of variational inequalities. 
The theory of variational inequalities was introduced in connection of a mechanical 
problem by Fichera [36], and Lions and Stampacchia [64]. Many problems of elasticity 
and fluid mechanics can be expressed in terms of an unknown u, representing the 
displacement of a mechanical system satisfying 
o(w, v-u)> f(v-u), y v eK, (1.3.1) 
where the set K of admissible displacements is a nonempty, closed and convex subset 
of a Hilbert space H, a(.,.) is a bilinear form and / is a bounded linear functional on 
H. The inequalities of type (1.3.1) are called variational inequalities. 
If the bilinear form a(.,.) is continuous, then by Riesz-representation Theorem 
1.2.6, we have 
a{u,v) = {A{u),v), y u,v eH, (1.3.2) 
where A is a continuous linear operator on H. Then the inequality (1.3.1) is equivalent 
to find u e K such that 
{A{u),v-u)>{f,v-u), \/veK. (1.3.3) 
If the operator A and / are nonlinear, the variational inequality (1.3.3) is known 
as strongly nonlinear variational inequality, introduced and studied by Noor [70]. 
If / = 0 , then (1.3.3) is equivalent to find u € K such that 
{Aiu),v-u)>0, MveK. (1.3.4) 
For further detail on variational inequalities, see [12, 24, 25, 37, 38, 57, 60, 83]. 
It is worth mentioning that the unilateral contact problem involving contact laws 
of monotone nature do not lead to the formulation of variational inequalities directly. 
However, it has been shown by Panagiotopoulus [80], using the notions of Clarke's 
generalized gradient and Rockafeller's upper subderivative, that the nonconvex uni-
lateral contact problems can only be characterized by a class of strongly nonlinear 
variational inequalities (1.3.3). 
If in a variational inequality formulation, the convex set K does depend upon its 
solution, then this class of variational inequalities is called a quasi-variational inequal-
ity. This class of inequalities is introduced and studied by Bensoussan, Goursat, and 
Lions [15]. For further detail, we refer to Bansoussan and Lions [16], Baiocchi and 
Capelo [12], and Mosco [68]. 
1.4 Variational-like Inequalities 
The theory of variational inequalities has been extended and generalized in many dif-
ferent directions because of the applications in different branches of sciences, engineer-
ing, optimization, economics, equilibrium theory etc. The variational-like inequality 
is one of the generalized form of variational inequality, which was initially studied 
by Parida, Sahoo and Kumar [82] in 1989. They developed a theory for existence of 
its solutions in finite dimension Euclidean space R" by using Kakutani fixed point 
theorem and they have also shown its relationship with mathematical programming. 
In 1992, Yang and Chen [99] have introduced a new class of nonconvex nonsmooth 
function (semi-preinvex functions). They derived the Fritz-John condition by using 
an alternative theorem for semi-preinvex program and studied the variational-like in-
equality and shown that it is a necessary condition for the optimal solutions. Some 
existence theorems are also proved. In 1994, Siddiqi, Khaliq and Ansari [92] studied 
variational-like inequalities in the setting of reflexive Banach spaces and topologi-
cal vector spaces with or without convexity assumptions. Recently, Noor [74] has 
suggested an algorithm to find the approximate solutions of variational-like inequal-
ity and prove that the minimum of the arcwise directional differentiate semiconvex 
function [10] can be characterized by a class of variational-like inequalities. By using 
77-subdifferentiability, Lee, Ansari and Yao [63] suggested an perturbed iterative algo-
rithm for finding the approximate solutions of variational-like inequalities. Dien [30] 
has studied a more general class of variational-like and quasivariational-like inequal-
ities. Ansari and Yao [9] studied the existence of solutions of general variational-like 
inequalities and also proposed auxiliary principle technique to compute the approxi-
mate solutions. 
In this section, we present different kinds of scaler-valued variational-like inequali-
ties studied till now. These inequalities have not been much studied, therefore, there 
is a lot of scope to do research in this area. 
Let {E, E*) be a dual system of locally convex spaces and Khez. nonempty, closed 
and convex subset of E. Given two mappings f : E ^ E* and r]{.,.) : K x K ^ E, 
then the variational-like inequality problem is the following: 
J Find X e K such that (VLIP) < 
I {f(x),rj{y,x))>0, yyeK. (I.4.I) 
Inequality (1.4.1) is called variational-like inequality. It is first studied in 1989 by 
Parida, Sahoo and Kumar [82] in the setting of n-dimensional Euclidean space M" in 
the study of mathematical programming problem. It has been further studied by Yang 
and Chen [99] in the study of economic equilibrium problems, and Siddiqi, Khaliq and 
Ansari [92] in the setting of reflexive Banach spaces and topological vector spaces. 
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Recently, Noor [74], Ansari and Yao [9] have studied such type of problems by using 
the auxiliary variational principle technique and suggested an iterative algorithms. 
Dien [30] has considered the following general variational-like inequality problem 
in M". Given (f>: K -^R find x e K such that 
(gVLIP) {f{x),v{y,x))>4>{x)-cl>{y), yyeK. (1.4.2) 
It has been further studied by Siddiqi, Ansari and Ahmad [90] in the setting of 
reflexive Banach spaces and topological vector spaces with or without convexity as-
sumptions. 
Remark 1.4.1. If rj{y,x) = y - x, then variational-like inequality problem and gen-
eral variational-like inequality problem become the following variational inequality 
problem. 
In many applications, the convex set in the formulation of (VLIP) also depends 
upon the solution itself. In this case (VLIP) is called quasi-variational-like inequality 
problem. More precisely, for a given a multivalued map Q : K —> 2^, the general 
quasi-variational-like inequality problem [30] is the following: 
I Find X e K such that x E Q(x) and GQVLIP <^  -^\ J 
[ {f{x),v{y,x))>(f>{x)-(f>{y), yyeQix). (1.4.3) 
Let T : E ^ 2^ be a multivalued map, then the variational-like inequality problem 
for multivalued map defined as follows: 
Find X e K such that u eT{x) and 
{u,ri{y,x))>0, yyeK. (1.4.4) 
In the same way, we define general variational-like inequality problem for multi-
valued maps as follows: 
Find x e K such that u ET{X) and 
{u,v{y,x))>(f){x)-(l){y), VyeK. (1.4.5) 
More general, we consider the generalized variational-like inequality problem. Let C 
be a nonempty subset oi E* and N : K x C -^ E* and rj: K x K ^ E he two single 
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valued mappings. Let T : ii' -4 2"^  be a multivalued mapping. Then the generalized 
variational-like inequality problem is the following: 
( Find X e K, and u eT(x) such that {N{x,u),r){y,x))>0, yyeK. 
Such problem is studied by Parida and Sen [81] in M". They have also shown its 
relationship with nonlinear programming problem and saddle point problem. It has 
been further studied by Yao [101] with applications in generalized complementarity 
problems see also Cubiotti and Yao [28] 
Again, if the convex set K involved in the formulation of problem (1.4.4) depends 
upon the solution itself then we have the generalized quasi-variational-like inequality 
problem [102] as follows: Given a multivalued mapping Q : K ^ 2^, 
f Find X eQ(x), and u e T(x) such that (GQVLIP) <^  ^^ '^ ^ ^ 
[ {N{x,u),r]{y,x))>0, yyeQ{x). 
It is first studied by Yao [102] with applications in economic equilibrium problem. It 
has been further studied by Tian [97] Kum [61]. 
The following generalized quasi-variational-like inequality is considered by Ben-El-
Mechaickh and Isac [67]. 
\ {N{x,u),rj{y,x)) > (j>{x) - <f>{y), V y e Q(x). 
Now, we consider a more general form of generalized variational-like inequalities which 
includes all above mentioned variational-like inequalities as special case. 
Given 6(.,.) : K x K ^M., which is not necessarily differentiable mapping. Then 
we have the following problem: 
Find X e K,ueT{x) such that 
(A^(i,u),77(y,a;) + 6(z ,y)-6(x,x)) > 0 , V y G K (1.4.6) 
It is studied by Siddiqi Ansari and Khan [91]. 
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1.5 Variational Inclusions and Quasi-variational In-
clusions 
A useful and important generalization of variational inequalities is a mixed type vari-
ational inequality containing nonlinear term. Due to the presence of the nonlinear 
term, the projection method can not be used to study the existence and algorithm of 
solutions for the mixed type variational inequalities. In 1994, Hassouni and Moudafi 
[41] used the resolvent operator technique for maximal monotone mappings to study 
mixed type variational inequalities with single valued mappings which are called vari-
ational inclusions and developed a perturbed algorithm for finding approximate so-
lutions of mixed variational inequalities. 
Let i7 be a real Hilbert space endowed with a norm ||.|| and inner product (.,.) 
and given continuous mappings T,g : H ^  H, with Img 0 dom d(p ^ (j), consider the 
following problem: 
( Find u E H such that 
g{u) n dom 8(1) ^(j) 
^ {T{u) - A{u), V - g{u)) > (j>{g{u)) - cj>{v), W v ^  H. 
In (GSNVIP), A is nonlinear continuous mapping on H, dcj) denotes the subdifferential 
of proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function (/>: if —>• M U {+00} . 
The class of variational inclusions considered in [41] is more general than the class 
of variational and quasi-variational inequalities studied by Noor [70, 72], Isac [55] 
and Siddiqi and Ansari [87, 88]. More precisely, with the choice ^ = S^ the indicator 
function of closed convex set K, the class of strongly nonlinear variational inequality 
problem given by 
{T{u)-A(u),v-g{u))>0, y v e K, (1.5.1) 
is recovered. 
For the case when </>(.,.) = 6K{. - m{u)) = SK~m(u){-) is single valued mapping 
on H, the problem (GSNVIP) reduces to general strongly quasi-variational inequality 
problem given by 
{T{u)-A{u),v-g{u))>0, y v e K. (1.5.2) 
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where the set K{u) is equal to K + m{u). 
In 1998, Huang [48] introduced and studied the following class of important gen-
eralized set-valued implicit variational inclusion problems in a Hilbert space H. 
Let M : i7 -)• 2^ is a maximal monotone mapping and Range {g) and dom M ^ (j), 
where g : H -^ H is a, single valued mapping. For given mapping f,p:H^H and 
A,S : H -^ CB{H), find u e H,w e A{u), and y G S{u) such that g{u) G dom M 
and 
Qef{w)-p{y) + M{g{u)). (1.5.3) 
In 2000, Shim et al [85], introduce and study a new class of quasi-variational 
inclusion, which is called generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear quasi-variational 
inclusion. 
Given set-valued mappings G,S,T : H ^ 2^, single valued mappings p,m : H -^ 
H, and N : H x H ^ H. Suppose that M : H ^ 2^ is a, maximal monotone 
mapping. 
Find ue H, x e S{u),y e T{u) and z e G{u) such that P{u) - m{z) G dom M, 
0 e N{x, y) + M{P{u) - m{z)). (1.5.4) 
1.6 Complementarity Problems 
Due to the applications in area such as, optimization theory, structural engineering, 
mechanics, elasticity, lubrication theory, economics, equilibrium theory on networks, 
stochastic optimal control, etc., the complementarity problem is one of the interesting 
and important problems which was introduced by G. E. Lemke in 1964, but Cottle 
[26] and Cottle and Dantzig [27] formally defined the linear complementarity problem 
and called it the fundamental problem. In recent years, it has been generalized and 
extended to many different directions. The implicit complementarity problem which is 
one of the generalizations of complementarity problems, is introduced by Isac [53, 54]; 
See also [56, 57] and references therein. In 1987, Noor [72] considered and studied 
an important and useful generalization of complementarity problem which is called 
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mildly nonlinear complementarity problem. Siddiqi and Ansari [89] considered a new 
class of implicit complementarity problem and studied the existence of its solution. 
An iterative algorithm is also given to find the approximate solutions of the new 
problem and proved that the approximate solutions converge to the exact solution. 
They also mentioned several special cases. 
Let H he a, Hilbert spaces whose norm and inner product are denoted by ||.|| and 
(.,.), respectively. Let K he a. closed convex cone in H and K* he the polar cone of 
K defined by 
K* = {ueH: {u,v) > 0, \/ VEK}. 
Let T : H ^ H* he a given nonlinear operator. Then the problem of finding u E K 
such that 
T{u) e K* and {u,T{u)) = 0, (1.6.1) 
is known as nonlinear complementarity problem (for short, NCP). 
Let G : K ^ K he a. nonlinear map. Isac [57] extended (NCP) to the following 
problem which is known as implicit complementarity problem: 
Find u e K such that 
(ICP) i G{u) e K,T{u) e K* and 
[ (G(u),T(u)) = 0. 
The class of (ICP) is considered and extensively studied by Isac; See for exarnple, [57] 
and references therein. 
Further (ICP) is generalized by Siddiqi and Ansari [89] in the following form. 
l^K C H and T, A : H ^ H are nonlinear mappings and G : K —^ H isa, mapping, 
then the strongly nonlinear implicit complementarity problem is the following: 
(SNICP) 
f 
Find u e K such that 
G{u) e K, T{u) + A{u) e K* and 
^ {G{u),T{u) + A{u)) = 0, y veK. 
By considering A is a multivalued mapping, Chang and Huang [21] considered 
and studied a complementarity problem, known as generalized multivalued implicit 
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complementarity problem, that is, given a subset K C H and T, G : K —^ H are 
single valued mappings and A : i^ -> 2^ is a multivalued mapping. Then the problem 
of finding u E K, and y G A{u) such that 
G{u)eK, T{u) + yeK*, {G{u),T{u)+ y) = 0. (1.6.2) 
Of course, if A is a single valued map, then (1.6.2) reduces to (SNICP). 
Recently, several kind of complementarity problems for fuzzy mappings are con-
sidered and studied by Chang [18], Chang and Huang [22], Noor [73] and Lee et al 
[62]. For a detail on Complementarity problems and their appUcations, we refer to 
Isac [57] and references therein. 
Chapter 2 
Completely Generalized Nonlinear 
Variational-like Inclusions 
In this chapter, we consider the completely generalized nonlinear variational-like in-
equalities/inclusions with or without compact valued mappings. We first prove the ex-
istence of weak solutions of completely generalized nonlinear variational-like inequality 
problems in the setting of locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces. Sec-
ondly, we propose an iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of 
completely generalized nonlinear variational-like inclusions with noncompact valued 
mappings in the setting of Hilbert spaces. We prove that the approximate solutions 
obtained by the proposed algorithm converge to the exact solution of our variational-
like inclusion. We also prove that the existence of a solution of our problem. Some 
special cases are also discussed. In the last of this chapter, we consider the random 
generalization of completely generalized nonlinear variational-like inclusions. The iter-
ative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions, their convergence and existence 
of a solution are also discussed. 
2.1 Introduction and Formulations 
The variational-like inequality, also known as pre-variational inequality, is one of the 
generalized form of variational inequality; See, for example, [6, 9, 63, 74, 82, 92, 99] 
and references therein. The variational-like inequality and generalized variational-like 
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inequality problems are the powerful tool to study the nonconvex optimization prob-
lems, and nonconvex and nondifferentiable optimization problems, respectively; See, 
for instant, [6, 8, 63, 82, 99] and references therein. The resolvent operator technique 
initially used by Hassouni and Moudafi [41] and Adly [1] to suggest an iterative al-
gorithm for finding the approximate solutions of variational inequality problems. In 
most of the papers on variational-like inequalities/inclusions and their generalizations 
appeared in the literature, only variational principle technique is used to find the ap-
proximate solutions of these problems. Recently, Lee, Ansari and Yao [63] developed 
the proximal map technique, which is an extension of the resolvent operator tech-
nique, to propose an iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of 
variational-like inequality problems. In the resolvent operator technique, it is neces-
sary to assume that the functional involved in the formulation of variational inequality 
problems to be convex and lower semicontinuous, but in [63] these conditions are not 
required. 
Let if be a real Hilbert space whose norm and inner product are denoted by || • || 
and (.,.), respectively. Given single valued mappings f,g,p:H-^H,a. bifunction 
T] : H X H -^ H, and multivalued mappings M,S,T : H ^ 2", we consider the 
following completely generalized nonlinear variational-like inclusion problem: 
Find X e H,u^ M{x),v G 5(3:), and w 6 T{x) such that 
(CGNVLIP) I xedomcf) and 
, {p{y')-{f{y)-gH),v{y,x))>(f>{x)~(p{y), ^yeH, 
where (j): H -^R\J {-l-oo} and dom (f) = {x e H : (j){x) < oo}. 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) If p = 0, / , g and M are identity mappings, and S and T are single valued 
mappings, then (CGNVLIP) reduces to the problem of finding x e H such that x G 
dom 0 and 
{T{x) - S{x), r]{y, x)) > (l>{x) - <j){y), \/y e H. (2.1.1) 
It is considered and studied by Lee, Ansari and Yao [63]. 
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(ii) li <!) = 6K, the indicator function of the closed convex set K in H defined by 
\. , . jo, xeK 
SK{X) ^ < . 
l_ +CX), otherwise, 
f,g and M are identity mappings and ri{y,x) = y -p{x), then (CGNVLIP) becomes 
the problem of finding x e K, v e S{x), and w eT{x) such that 
{pix)-{v-w),y-p{x))>0, \fyeK. (2.1.2) 
Such a problem is considered and studied by Verma [98]. (CGNVLIP) also con-
tains many other kinds of variational inequalities and variational-like inequalities and 
inclusions studied in [63, 98] and references therein. 
2.2 Existence Theory in Topological Vector Spaces 
In this section, we consider the weak formulation of completely generalized nonlinear 
variational-like inequality problem in the setting of locally convex topological vector 
spaces and prove the existence of its solution. 
Let (JE, E*) be a dual system of locally convex spaces and K be a nonempty 
convex subset of E. Given single valued mappings f,g,p : E* —>• E*, a bifunction 
r) : K y. K -^ E, multivalued maps M,S,T : K -^ E*, and a functional (j) : K -^ 
R, we consider the following weak formulation of completely generalized nonlinear 
variational-like inequality problem: 
Find x^K such that ^ y e K, 
(WCGNVLIP) \ Sue M{x), v G S{x), and w e T{x) satisfying 
(P(w) - if{v) - g{w)),ri{y,x)) > (P{x) - (t){y). 
The solution of (WCGNVLIP) is called the weak solution of (CGNVLIP). We notice 
that u, V and w depend on y and therefore the above mentioned problem is called 
the weak formulation of completely generalized nonlinear variational-like inequality 
problem. While every solution of completely generalized nonlinear variational-like 
inequality problem is a weak solution but the converse is not true in general. 
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We also remark that the existence of a weak solution of a generalized nonlinear 
variational-Iike inequality problem implies the existence of a nondifferentiable and 
nonconvex optimization problem under certain conditions; See for example [5, 8] and 
references therein. 
If / , g and M are identity mappings, 0 = 0 and r]{y,x) — y — q{x), where 
q : K ^ K IS Si. nonlinear operator, then (WCGNVLIP) reduces to the problem of 
finding x e K such that y y e K,3 v E S{x) and w G T(x) satisfying 
{p{x)-iv-w),y-q{x))>0. (2.2.1) 
Throughout this section, we assume that the pairing (.,.) is continuous. 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space and K 
he a nonempty convex subset of E. Let M,S,T : K —)- 2^' be upper semicontinu-
ous multivalued maps with nonempty and compact values and f,g,p : E* —)• E* be 
continuous. Assume that the following conditions hold. 
(i) (p : K ^R is continuous on K; 
(ii) Tj : K X K ^ E is continuous in the second argument such that r}{x,x) — 
0, V x e K; 
(Hi) The set {y e K : y u e M{x), v e S{x) and w e T{x) s.t. {p{u) - {f{v) -
g{w)),T]{y,x)) < <j){x) — (piy)} is convex, M x E K; 
(iv) If K is not compact, assume that there exist a nonempty compact convex subset 
B of K and a nonempty compact subset D of K such that W x E K\D, 3 y E B 
satisfying {p{u) - {f{v) -g{w)),ri{y,x)) < (j){x) - (j){y), V M 6 M{x), v G S[x) 
and w G T{x). 
Then (WCGNVLIP) has a solution. 
Proof Assume that the conclusion of this theorem does not hold. Then \/ x e K, the 
set 
{y e K :\f ue M(x), v G S{x) and w G T{x) satisfying 
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{p{u) - {f{v) - g{w)),v{y,x)) < <P{x) - (/.(y)} ^ 0. 
We define a multivalued map Q : K -^ 2^ hy 
Q{x) ^ {y e K -.y u e M[x), V e S{x) and w G T{x) satisfying 
{p{u)-{f{v)-g{w)),ri{y,x))<<P{x)-Hy)}, ^xeK. 
Then clearly Q{x) / 0, V x € iT. 
We prove that Q~^{y) is open in K. For that it is sufficient to show that [Q~^{y)Y, 
the complement of Q~^{y) in K, is closed in K. 
Let {xx}\eA be a net in [Q~^iy)Y such that {xx} converges to x* e K. Then 
3 UA e M{x\), v\ e S{x\) and w\ G T{x\) such that 
I<PM - ifivx) - g{wx)),r]{y, xx)) - 4>{xx) + 0(y) > 0, V A. 
Let s^ = {xx}[j{x*}. Then ^ is compact and ux G M(j2/), tiA G S{s^) and 
U;A G T{J^) which are compact. Therefore {ux}, {vx} and {u;^} have convergent 
subnet with limit, say, u*, v^, and ly,, respectively. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that {ux} converges to u«, {vx} converges to i;*, and {wx} converges to w^. 
Then by the upper semicontinuity of M,S and T, we have u* G M{x*), v^ G S{x*) 
and to* G T{x*). By the continuity of f,g,p and (i) and (ii), we have 
{p{ux) - {f{vx) - 5 ( ^ A ) ) , ?7(y> 2;A)) - (j){xx) + (j){y) 
converges to 
(p(w*) - (/(t^*) - g{w*)),r]{y, x^)) - (j){x^) + (j){y). 
Hence 
( P K ) - (/(^*) - 9{w*)),v{y,x^)) > (t>M -<l>{y), 
and therefore x* G [Q'H?/)]"- Thus [Q-\y)Y is closed in /T. 
Since Q{x), \/ x E K is nonempty and open in K, we have 
yeK yeK 
By (iii), Q{x),\/ x e K is convex. Since y x G K\D, 3 y e B satisfying (j){u) -
(/(^^) - 9{w)),r]{y,x)) < (f){x) - (l){y), V u G M{x) v G S{x) and w G T{x), we have 
X G int;^Q~Hy)- Hence Q satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1. Therefore 
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by Theorem 1.2.6 with P = Q,3 x ^ K such that x G Q{x), that is, V u G M{x), 
V G S{x) and H) G T{x), we have 
(p(w) - {f{v) - g{w)), r){x, x)) < (p{x) - 0(x). 
Since 'rj{x, x) = 0, V a: G /T, we reach to a contradiction. This completes the proof. D 
Corollary 2.2.2. Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space and K 
be a nonempty convex subset of E. Let M,S,T : K -^ iP' be upper semicontinuous 
multivalued maps with nonempty and compact values and f,g,p : E* —>• E* and 
r) : K X K -^ E be functions such that liminfj;,^ ;^-^ {p{u) - Uiv) -
9{w)),rj{y,x)) < {p{u*) — {f{v*)—g{w*)),r}{y,x*)). Also, let <p : K -^ R be continuous 
on K and the set {y e K : y u e M{x), v G S{x) and w.e T{x) s.t. {p{u) - {f{v) -
g{w)),rj{y,x)) < 0(a;) — 0(y)} is convex, ^ x E K. If K is not compact, assume that 
there exist a nonempty compact convex subset B of K and a nonempty compact subset 
D of K such that W x e K\D, 3 y e B satisfying (p{u) - {f{v) - g{w)),ri{y,x)) < 
(t>{x) - 4>{y), V M G M{x) V G S{x) and w G T{x). Then (WCGNVLIP) has a 
solution. 
2.3 Iterative Algorithms and Convergence Results 
In this section, we consider the completely generalized nonlinear variational-like in-
clusions with noncompact valued mappings which include many known variational-
like inclusions and variational inclusions as special cases. We propose an iterative 
algorithm for computing .the approximate solutions of this class of variational-like 
inclusions. We prove that the approximate solutions obtained by the proposed algo-
rithm converge to the exact solution of our variational-like inclusion. The existence 
of a solution of our problem is also studied. 
Recently, Lee, Ansari and Yao [63] introduced the following concept of 77-subdifferential 
in a more general setting than that given in [98]. 
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Let T] : H X H -^ H and 0 : i? -)• R U {+cx)}. A vector v e H is called an 
•q-suhgradient of (f) dX x ^ dom (?i» if 
{v,n{y,x))<^[y)-<t>{x), yyeH. (2.3.1) 
Each (;/i) can be associated with the following ry-subdifferential map d.^(j) defined by 
( {veH:{v,r){y,x))<(P{y)-(l){x),\/yeH}, x e dom (j) 
dr)(f>[x) — < 
[ 0 , X ^ dom (j). 
For X e dom ^, drj(j){x) is called rj-subdifferential of ^ at a:. 
We require the following definitions to achieve the main result of this section. 
Definition 2.3.1. [63] A mapping rj: H x H ^ H is called: 
(i) monotone if 
{x-y,rj{x,y))>0, ^ x,y e H; (2.3.2) 
(ii) strictly monotone if the equality holds in (2.3.2) only when x = y; 
(iii) strongly monotone if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
{x - y, r}{x, y)) > a\\x - yf, y x,y e H; 
(iv) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant S > 0 such that 
Mx,y)\\<5\\x-y\\, Vx,yeH. 
Definition 2.3.2. [98] het f : H -^ H he a, mapping. A multivalued mapping 
Q : i? -> 2^ is said to be: 
(i) relaxed Lipschitz with respect to f if there exists a constant A; > 0 such that 
(/(«) - f{v),x~y)< -k\\x - y\\\ \fx,yeH,ue Q{x), v G Q(y); 
(ii) relaxed monotone with respect to f if there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
(/(«) - f{v),x ~y)> -c\\x - yW", V x,y E H, uE Q{x), v G Q{y). 
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Definition 2.3.3. Let r]: H x H -^ H he a given map. A multivalued map Q : H -^ 
2^ is called rj-monotone if for all x,y ^ H, 
{u - V, ri{x, y))>0, V u G Q{x), v G Q{y). 
Q is called maximal rj-monotone if and only if it is 77-monotone and there is no 
other 77-monotone multivalued map whose graph strictly contains the graph of Q. 
Assumption 2,3.1. The operator rj : H x H -^ H satisfies the condition 
r){y,x) + T}{x,y) = 0, \/x,y E H. 
Remark 2.3.1. lfr]:HxH-^H satisfies Assumption 2.3.1 and (j): H -^ RU {+00}, 
then it is easy to see that the multivalued map dr)(p : H -^ 2^ is 77-monotone. 
We need the following result due to Lee, Ansari and Yao [63], to transform (CGN-
VLIP) into a fixed point problem. 
Proposition 2.3.1. [63] Let r] : H x H ^ H be strictly monotone and Q : H -^ 2" 
be an rj-monotone multivalued map. If, the range of (/ -I- XQ), R{I + XQ) = H, for 
A > 0 and I is the identity operator, then Q is maximal rj-monotone. Furthermore, 
the inverse operator (/ -f- XQ)"^ is single-valued. 
Throughout this section, we will assume that rj: H x H ^ H is strictly monotone 
and satisfies Assumption 2,3.1 and <^  : iJ -4- R U {+00} is a map such that R{I + 
Xdr,(l)) = / / for A > 0. 
Prom Proposition 2.3.1, we note that the mapping 
Jfix) = {!-{- Xdr,(i))-\x), WxeH, 
is single valued. 
Let us transform (CGNLVLIP) into a fixed point problem. 
Lemma 2.3.2. The set of elements {x, u, v, w) such that x e H,u G M{x),v G S{x) 
and w G T{x), is a solution of (CGNVLIP) if and only if it satisfies the following 
relation: 
X = Jt[x - X{p{u) - {f{v) - g{w)))], (2.3.3) 
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where X > 0 is a constant, jf = {I + Xdr,^) ^ is so-called proximal map and I stands 
for the identity operator on H. 
Proof. From the definition of jf, we have 
X - X{p{u) - {f{v) - g{w))) ex + Xdr,<j>{x) 
and hence 
{/{v) - g{w)) - p{u) e dr^(j>{x). 
By using the definition of T;-subdifferential, we have 
{{f{v)-g{w))-p{u),T]{y,x))<(j){y)-(f){x), M y e H. 
Thus (x, u, V, w) is a solution of (CGNVLIP). D 
From Lemma 2.3.2, we see that (CGNVLIP) is equivalent to the fixed point prob-
lem of type 
X = q{x) (2.3.4) 
where q{x) = j j [x - X{p{u) - {f{v) - g{w)))], 
which implies that 
x = {l-p)x + pJtix - X{p{u) - {f{v) - g{w)))], 
where 0 < p < 1 is a parameter and A > 0 is a constant. 
On the basis of the above mentioned observations, we propose the following iter-
ative algorithm to compute the approximate solutions of (CGNVLIP). 
Algorithm 2.3.1. Assume that rj : H x H -^ H is a map and f,g,p:H^Hare 
single valued mappings. Let S,M,T : H ^ CB{H) he multivalued mappings. For 
given XQ E H, take UQ G M{XO),VO G 5(2:0) and WQ G T{XO), and let 
x, = {l- p)xo + pjfixo - X{p{uo) - ifivo) - giwo)))]. 
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Since uo G M{xo) G CB{H), VQ e S{xo) G CB{H), Wo G T{xo) G CB{H), by Nadler 
[69], there exist ui G M{xi), vi G S{xi), Wi G T{xi) such that 
lluo-uill < {l + l)n{M{xo),M{xi)), 
\\vo-Vi\\ < {l + l)n{S{xo),S{x,)), 
\\wo-w,\\ < {l + l)n{T{xo),T{xi)). 
Let 
X2 = (1 - p)xi + pJt[x^ - A(p(ui) - {f{v,) - ^ K ) ) ) ] . 
5?/ induction, we can obtain sequences {x^}, {un}, {f„} and {iVn} as 
Xn+l = (1 - p)Xn + P Jt [^n " Kvi^n) - [f {Vn) - ^ K ) ) ) ] , (2.3.5) 
Un G M{Xn), \\Un - Un+l|| < (1 + (n + l ) " ^ ) n{M{Xn), M{Xn+l)), 
Vn G 5(X„) , ll^n - t;„+i|| < (1 + (n + 1 ) - ' ) 'H{S{Xn),S{Xn+l)), 
Wn G T{Xn), \\Wn - ^ „ + l | | < (1 + (n + 1 ) " ' ) n{T{Xn),T{Xn^i)), 
n = 0 , l , 2 , 3 , . . . . 
We need the following lemma due to Lee, Ansari and Yao [63]. 
Lemma 2.3.3. [63j Let r] : H x H ^ H be strongly monotone and Lipschitz con-
tinuous with constants i > 0 and s > 0, respectively, and satisfy Assumption 2.3.1. 
Then 
\\Jt{^)-Jt{y)\\<r\\x-yl yx,yeH, 
where T = f. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.3.4. Let r] : H x H —^ H be strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous 
with constants t > 0 and s > 0, respectively, and satisfy Assumption 2.3.1. Let 
f,g,p : H ^ H be Lipschitz continuous with corresponding constants ^,r and a, 
respectively. Let M,S,T : H ^ CB{H) be H-Lipschitz continuous with corresponding 
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constants 7, h and d, respectively, and S be relaxed Lipschitz with respect to f with 
constant k and T he relaxed monotone with respect to g with constant c. For each n, 
let (pn • H ^ RU{+oo} and cj): H ^ Mu{+oo} he mappings such that R{I+Xd'q4'n) = 
R{I + A5^ (/>) = H for A > 0. Assume that 
n—>+oo 
and if 
{k — c) — aav 
A — 
lim | | J ^ ( ^ ) - J ^ - ( z ) | | = 0, V ^ G / f 
(e/i + rdy - a^u^ 
y/{aau -{k- c))2 - {{^h + rdy - a-^v'^){l - a^) 
'^ i^h + rdy - a2z/2 
{aau -{k- c)) > y/{{^h + rd)^ - a^iy^){l - a"^), (2.3.6) 
^h + rd> au, s > t,au > 1 and t > 1, 
where a — -. 
T 
Then, there exists a set {x,u,v,w) such that x E H,u e M{x),v G S{x) and 
w e T{x), which is a solution of (CGNVLIP), and Xn —)• a;, u„ -> u, Vn -> v, 
Wn -^ u) as n -^ 00, where {xn}, {un}, {vn} and {wn} are the sequences ohtained by 
Algorithm 2.3.1. 
Proof. Prom (2.3.5), we have 
||a;„+i - a;„l| = ||(1 - p){xn - x^-,) + pJ^iKx^)) - pjf-^(/i(a;„_i))|l, (2.3.7) 
where h{xn) =Xn- \{p{Un) - (/(w„) - g{wn))). 
By introducing the term jf''{h{xn-i)), we get 
+ \\jt"ihiXn-i)) - jt-'{h{Xn-,))\\- (2.3.8) 
By Lemma 2.3.2, we have 
I | j t " (Mx„)) - j t " - ' (M^n- l ) ) | | < T\\h{Xn) - h{Xn-l)\\ 
+ ||/f(/i(a;„_i)) - Jt-'{Kxn-,))\l (2.3.9) 
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where r = f, and t ' — I 
\\h{Xn) - h{Xn-l)\\ = \\Xn - A ( p K ) - ( / K ) " ^ ( ^ n ) ) ) 
-x„_i + A(p(u„_i) - ( / K _ i ) - 5(u;„_i)))l| 
< ||a:„ - Xn-i + A ( / K ) - / K - i ) ) - A(5(t/;n) - 9{wn-i))\\ 
+ A r | | p K ) - p K _ i ) ) l | . (2.3.10) 
From (2.3.7) - (2.3.10), we get 
| lx„+i-x„l | < (1 -p ) | l a ; „ -x„_ i | | 
+ p r | | X n - Xn-l + A(/(^;„) - f{Vn-l)) - X{9{Wn) - g{Wn-l))\\ 
+XpT\\p{Un) - p{Un-l)\\ 
+p\\Jt''{h(xn-i)) - J^-^(/^(a;„_l))||. (2.3.11) 
Since M, S and T are "H-Lipschitz continuous, and / , g and p are Lipschitz continuous, 
we have 
\\p{un) - p{un-i)\\ < a | | u „ - M „ _ i | | < (77(1 + l/n)||a;„ - a;„_i11, (2.3.12) 
\\f{Vn) - nVn-l)\\ < ^\\Vn " Vn-l\\ < ^h{l + l/n)\\Xr, - Xn-,\\, (2.3.13) 
ll^(^n) - g{wn-\)\\ < r\\wn - Wn-i\\ < rd{l + l/n)||a;„ - 3;„_i||. (2.3.14) 
Further, since S is relaxed Lipschitz and T is relaxed monotone, we have 
1|3;„ - Xn-l + HfiVn) - f {Vn-l)) - KdiWn) - g{Wn-l))\\'^ 
= \\Xn - Xn-lW^ + 2X{f{Vn) - f{Vn-l), ^n - Xn-l) 
-2X{g{Wn) - g{Wn-i),Xn - Xn-l) + X'^\\f{Vn) - f{Vn-l) ' {g{Wn) " g{Wn-l))\\'^ 
< [l-2X{k-c) + X\l + l/n)\^h + rd)^]\\xn-Xn-i\\'^. (2.3.15) 
From (2.3.11) - (2.3.15), it follows that 
\\Xn+l-Xn\\ < 9n\\Xn-Xn-l\\+p\\jt{h{Xn-l)) - jf"-'{h{Xn-l))\\, (2.3.16) 
where 9n = {I - p) + p[ry/{l - 2X{k - c) + A2(l + i)2(^/i + rd)^) + XajT{l + i)] . 
Let ^ = (1 - p) + p[rv^(l - 2A(A; - c) + A2(^^ + rd)^) + Xa^r], then ^„ ^ ^ as 
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n -)• oo. It follows from (2.3.6) that ^ < 1. Hence 9n < I for n sufficiently large. 
Since lim„^+oo Pt (^)"•^A""' (-^)II = 0' i^  follows from (2.3.16) that {xn} is a Cauchy 
sequence in H. Since H is complete we may suppose that Xn ^ x e H. 
Now we prove that Un-^ u e M{x),Vn -^ v e S{x) and Wn-^ w e T{x). In fact, 
it follows from Algorithm 2.3.1 that 
\\un - Un-i\\ < (1 + l/n) 7l|x„ - a;„_i|l, 
\\Vn - •^n-lll < (1 + ^/n) h\\Xn - Xn-l\\, 
\\wn - Wn-i\\ < (1 + 1/") d\\xn - a;„_i||, 
which implies that {w„}, {vn} and {wn} are also Cauchy sequences in H. Let u„ -^ 
u, Vn^ V, Wn -^ w as n -^ oo. We have 
d{v,S{x)) = mi{\\v-y\\:yeS{x)} 
< \\v-Vn\\+d{Vn,S{x)) 
< \\v-Vn\\+n{S{Xn),S{x)) 
< \\v — iJnII + h\\xn — 3;|| —)• 0 as n —>• cx) . 
Hence v e S{x). Similarly we can prove that u G M{x),'w e T{x). This completes 
the proof. • 
2.4 Iterative Algorithms and Convergence Results 
for Random Completely Generalized Nonlin-
ear Variational-like Inclusions 
The variational inequalities and quasi-variational inequalities for the random opera-
tors are called random variational inequalities and random quasi-variational inequali-
ties; See for example [17, 32, 35, 43, 44, 50, 52, 94, 95, 96, 103] and references therein. 
Tan et al [94] studied random variational inequalities with applications to random 
minimization and nonlinear boundary problems, while Tarafdar and Yuan [96] gave 
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the applications of random variational inequalities to random best approximation 
and fixed point theorems. In [52] and [103], random quasi-variational inequalities are 
studied with applications to random generalized games. 
In this section, we consider the completely generalized nonlinear variational-like 
inclusions for noncompact- valued random mappings and suggest new iterative algo-
rithm to compute the approximate solutions of our problem. We prove the existence 
of a random solution of our random completely generalized nonlinear variational-like 
inclusion and we study the convergence of random iterative sequences generated by 
the suggested algorithm. Several special cases are also considered. 
Throughout this section, let (fi, E) be a measurable space, where fi is a set and S 
is a cr-algebra of subsets of Q,. Let if be a real separable Hilbert space whose norm 
and inner product are denoted by ||.|| and (.,.), respectively. We denote by S(H) the 
class of Boral a-field in H. 
Definition 2.4.1. A mapping x : Q —> H is said to be measurable if for any B e 
B{H), {ten-. x{t) e 5} e E. 
Definition 2.4.2. A mapping f : ^  x H —> H is called a random operator if for any 
X ^  H, f{t, x) = x{t) is measurable. A random operator / is said to be continuous if 
for any i G Q, the mapping f{t,.) : H ^ H is continuous. 
Definition 2.4.3. A multivalued map T : fi —)• 2^ is said to be measurable if for any 
B e B{H), T~\B) = {i e n : T{t) n S # 0} G S. 
Definition 2.4.4. A mapping u : Vl -^ H is called a measurable selection of a 
multivalued measurable map T : f^  -)• 2^ if u is measurable and for any t G VL, 
u{t) eT{t). 
Definition 2.4.5. A map T : f^  -> 2^ is called a random multivalued map if for any 
X E H, T{.,x)'is measurable. A random multivalued map T : Q. x H -^ CB{H) is 
said to be U-continuous if for any i G fi, T(i,.) is continuous in the HausdorfF metric. 
Given random multivalued maps M,S,T : Q,x H ^ 2", random operators f,g,p: 
Qx H ^ H with Im{g) n dam 50 7^  0 and the random map rj: QxHxH-^H, 
(CGNRVLIP) 
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we consider the following random completely generalized nonlinear variational-like 
inclusion problem: 
Find measuable mappings x, u, v, w : Q, ^ H such that 
V t e n and y{t) G H 
x{t) e H, u{t) e M{t,x{t)), v{t) e S{t,x{t)), 
w{t) eT{t,x{t)), g{t,u{t))ndomd(f)j^$ and 
{p{t, u{t)) - (fit, v{t)) - g{t, wm, rj{t, y{t),x{t))) > (l>{x{t)) - <j>[y[t)), 
where dcf) is tlie subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function 
^ : i7 —> M U {+00}. The set of measurable mappings (x, u, v^ w) is called a random 
solution of {CGNRYLIP). 
lip = 0, / , g and M are identity maps, and S and T are single valued mappings, then 
(CGNRVLIP) reduces to the problem of finding a measurable mapping x : Q. ^ H 
such that V t G fi and V y{t) G H, 
{T{t,x{t)) - Sit,x{t)),rj{t,y{t),<t))) > 0. (2.4.1) 
It is considered and studied by Ding [35] in the setting of Banach spaces. He applied 
a random minimax inequality due to Tarafdar and Yuan [96] to prove existence and 
uniqueness theorems for the random solution of (2.4.1). By using the auxiliary prin-
ciple technique, he suggested and analyzed an algorithm to compute the approximate 
random solutions of (2.4.1) in the setting of Banach spaces. He also discussed the 
convergence criteria. 
We now give the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.4.1. [17]Let T : Q,xH —> CB{H) be aH-continuous random multivalued 
map. Then for any measurable mapping w : Q, -^ H, the multivalued map T{.,w{.)) : 
Cl —> CB{H) is measurable. 
Lemma 2.4.2. [17] Let S,T : Q -^ CB{H) be two measurable multivalued maps, 
e> 0 be constant and v : Q, -^ H be a measurable selection of S. Then there exists a 
measurable selection w : Q, ^ H ofT such that V i G f^ , 
\\vit)-wm<i^ + miS{t),T{t)). 
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Lemma 2.4.3. The set of measurable mappings x, u, v, w : Q, -^ H is a random 
solution of (CGNRVLIP) if and only if^ t G fi, x{t) G H, u{t) G M{t,x{t)), v{t) G 
S{t,x{t)), w{t) G T{t,x{t)) satisfy the following relation: 
^(i) = jfitMi) - m{pit,u{t)) - {f{t,v{t)) - g{t,wm], (2.4.2) 
where A : f^  —)• (0, oo) is a measurable mapping and Jt^•. = [/ + X{t)d(j)]~^ is so called 
proximal map on H and I stands for the identity operator on H. 
Proof. Prom the definition of jfa), it follows that 
x{t) - X{t)\p{t,u{t)) - {f{t,v{t))-g{t,w{t)))] G x{t) + \{t)dr,Mt) 
and hence 
[fit, v{t)) - g{t, w{t))] - Pit, uit)) G Xit)dr,Mt)-
By using the definition of 77-subdifFerential, we have 
{ifit,vit))-git,wit)))-pit,uit)),r]it,yit),xit))) < (^(y(t))-0(a;(t)) V2/(i) eH,ten. 
Thus (a;, u, v, w) is a random solution of (CGNRVLIP). D 
We need the following definitions and results. 
Definition 2.4.6. A random mapping rj -..Q, x H x H -^ H is called: 
(i) monotone if 
(xit) - yit), Tjit, xit), yit))) > 0, V xit), y(t) eH,te^; (2.4.3) 
(ii) strictly monotone if the equality holds in (2.4.3) only when xit) — yit); 
(iii) strongly monotone if there exists a measurable function 9 : Q —>• (0, cx)) such 
that 
{xit)-yit),1^it,xit),yit))) > qit)\\xit) - yit)\\^ ^ xit),yit) eH,ten; 
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(iv) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a measurable function s : f2 —> (0, oo) such 
that 
\\rj{t,x{t),ym\ < 5\\x{t) - y{t)\\, V x{t),y{t) eH ,ten. 
Definition 2.4.7. A random operator g : Q, x H -^ H is said to be Lipschtiz contin-
uous if there exists a measurable function r : £7 —> (0, oo) such that 
\\g{t,Wi{t))-g{t,W2m\ < r{t)\\w,{t) - w^m, V wi{t),W2{t) eH ,ten. 
Definition 2.4.8. A random multivalued map S : fl x H -^ CB{H) is said to be 
Ti-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a measurable function d : f^  —> (0, oo) such that 
H{S{t,x{t)),S{t,y{t))) < d{t)Mt) - y{t)\l V x{t),y{t) e H t e Q. 
Definition 2.4.9. Let f : H -^ H he a. random operator. A random multivalued 
map 5 : if —> 2^ is said to be: 
(i) relaxed Lipschitz with respect to f if there exists a measurable function k -.0, ^ 
(0, oo) such that 
^ {f{t,u{t))-f{t,v{t)),x-y) < -k{t)\\x{t) - y{t)\\\ 
V x{t),y{t) e H, u{t) G S{t,x{t)), v{t) e S{t,y{t)), t e f^ ; 
(ii) relaxed monotone with respect to f if there exists a measurable function c : fi —> 
(0, oo) such that 
{fitMt))-f{t,vit)),x{t)-y{t))>-c{t)\\x{t)-y{t)\\^ 
V x{t),y{t) e H, u{t) e S{t,x{t)), v{t) e S{t,y{t)), t G n. 
Definition 2.4.10. Let r] : Q x H x H ^ H he a given random map. A random 
multivalued map Q : Clx H -^ 2^ is called r]-monotone if V x{t), y[t) G H and i G fi, 
{u{t)-v{t),r^{t,x{t),y{t)))>Q, yu{t)eQ{t,xit)), v{t) e Q{t,y{t)). 
Q is called maximal rj-monotone if and only if it is 77-monotone and there is no 
other ?7-monotone random multivalued map whose graph strictly contains the graph 
ofQ. 
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Assumption 2.4.1. The random operator rj: D,xHxH—^H satisfies the condition 
rj{t,y{t),x{t))+vit,x{t),y{t)) = 0, V x{t),y{t) EH, teQ. 
Remark 2.4.1. Ur]: Q,xHxH-^H satisfies Assumption 2.4.1 and (p : H -^ 
R U {+00}, then it is easy to see that the random multivalued map dr,(l> : H ^ 2^ is 
77-monotone. 
The following result is the random version of Proposition 2.3.1 due to Lee, Ansari 
and Yao [63]. 
Proposition 2.4.4. Let r): VtxHxH-^Hhe strictly monotone random map 
and Q : Q X H -^ 2^ an r]-monotone random multivalued map. If, the range of 
(7 + \Q), R{I + XQ) = H, for A > 0 and I is the identity operator, then Q is 
maximal r]-monotone. Furthermore, the inverse operator {I + XQ)~^ is single valued. 
Throughout this section, we will assume that TJ : ^ x H x H ^ H is strictly 
monotone and satisfies Assumption 2.4.1 and (f): H -^ Eu{+oo} is a functional such 
that R{I + Xdr^cf)) = 1/ for A > 0. 
From Proposition 2.4.4, we note that the mapping 
j'l{x{t)) = {I + \d^(l))-\x{i)), Vx{t) eH, ten 
is single valued. 
To obtain the approximate solutions of (CGNRVLIP) we can apply a successive 
approximation method to the problem of solving 
x{t)eQ{t,x{t)) (2.4.4) 
for all t G fi, where 
Qit,x{t)) = x{t) + Jl^^^[x{t) - X{t)iip{t,u{t)) - {f{t,S{t,v{t)))-g{t,T{t,w{t))))]. 
Based on (2.4.2) and (2.4.4), we propose the following algorithm to compute the 
approximate solutions of (CGNRVLIP). 
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Algorithm 2.4.1. Let M,S,T : Q, x H ^ CB{H) be H-continuous random multi-
valued maps and f,g,p:QxH—^Hbe continuous random operators. For any given 
measurable mapping XQ : Q. -^ H, the multivalued mappings M{.,XQ{.)), S{.,XO{.)), 
T{.,xo{-)) • ^ —> CB{H) are measurable by Lemma 2.4-1- Hence there exist mea-
surable selection UQ : Q -^ H of M{.,xo{.)), measurable selection VQ : Q, -^ H of 
S{.,xo(.)) and measurable selection WQ : Q, —^ H of T{.,xo{.)) by Himmelberg [42]. 
Let 
xx{t) = xoit) + Jtlt)Mt) - x{t){{p{t,uo{t)) - {f{t,vom - g{t,Mtm-
It is easy to see that Xi : Q, -^ H is measurable. By Lemma 2.4-2, there exist 
measurable selections Ui : f] —> if of M{.,xi{.)), measurable selection vi : Q, -^ H of 
S{.,Xi{.)) and measurable selection Wi : Q, ^ H ofT{.,Xi{.)) such that\f t E Q,, 
\\uo{t) - u,{t)\\ < {1 + 1) n{M{t,xo{t)),M{t,xi{t))), 
\\vo{t) - v,{t)\\ < {1 + 1) n{S{t,xo{t)),S{t,xi{t))), 
\\wo{t)-w,{t)\\ < {1 + 1) n{T{t,xo{t)),T{t,x,{t))). 
Let 
X2{t) = x,{t) + Jt)[x,{t) - X{t){{p{t,u,{t)) - {f{t,v,{t))) - g{t,w,{t)))l 
then X2 : Cl —)• H is measurable. 
By induction, we can obtain sequences {xn{t)}, {un{t)}, {vn{t)} and {Wn{t)} as 
follows: 
Xn+l{t) = Xn{t) + J%[Xn{t) - X{t){{p{t,Un{t)) - {f{t,Vr,{t))) ~ g{t,Wn{t)))], (2.4.5) 
\K{t)-Ur,+,{t)\\<{l + {n+l)-')'H{M{t,Xn{t)),M{t,Xn+,{t))), 
\K{t) - Vn+l{t)\\ < {l+{n + l)-') n{S{t,Xn{t)),S{t,Xn+,{t))), 
\\Wn{t) - Wn+,{t)\\ < ( l + (n + l ) - l ) n{T{t,Xr,{t)),T{t,Xn+i{t))), 
for any t efl and n = 0,1, 2, 
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Lemma 2.4.5. Let r] : ^ x H x H ^ H be a strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous random map with constants q{t) > 0 and s{t) > 0, respectively , and 
satisfy Assumption (2.4-1)• Then 
PU)<i) - Jmyi^)\\ < <i)W) - yWII V x{tly{t) e H, 
where ''"(0 = ^ • 
Theorem 2.4.6. Let rj: VtxHxH-^Hbe strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous random map with constants q{t) > 0 and s{t) > 0, respectively, and 
satisfy Assumption (2.4-!)• Let f,g,p : fl x H —> H be Lipschitz continuous with 
corresponding constants ^{t),r{t) and a{t), respectively. Let M,S,T : Q, x H —)• 
CB{H) be a -Lipschtiz continuous with corresponding constants ^{t),h{t) and d{t), 
respectively and S be the relaxed Lipschtiz with respect to f with constant k{t) and 
T be relaxed monotone with respect to g with constant c{t). For each n, let (j)n '• 
iJ —> R U {+00} and 0 : i / -> E U {+00} be mappings such that R{I + \{t)dn<l)n) = 
R{I + \[t)dn4>) = H for \{t) > 0. Assume that 
lini„ Ptitfit) - J%'z{t)\\ = 0, V z{t) e H 
n->+oo 
and if 
x{t) '^'^-'^'^ 
mh{t)+r{t)d{tW-a^{tmt) 
,/{c{t) - k{t)y - mmt) + r{t)d{t)Y - a^{th\t)\ 
[^(t)/i(t) + r(t)d(i)]2-a2(th2(i) 
c{t) - k{t) > ^[at)h{t)+^{t)d{t)]^-a^{t)j^{t) (2.4.6) 
mh{t)+r{t)d{t)>a{th{t). 
Then there exists a set of elements x{t) G H,u{t) G M{t,x(t)),v{t) e S{t,x{t)) and 
w{t) e T{t,x{t)) which is'a solution of (CGNRVLIP) and Xn{t) -> x{t),Un{t) -^ 
u{t),Vn{t) -> v{t),Wn{t) -> w{t) 05 n -> oo, where {xn{t)}, {un{t)}, {vn{t)} and 
{wn{t)} are the random sequences obtained by Algorithm (2.4.I). 
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Proof. From (2.4.5), we have 
\\xn+iit)-xn{t)\\ = ||xn(i)-a:„_i(t)+J,%(/i(a;„(i))-jJ,-(/i(a;„_i(t)))l|, (2.4.7) 
where 
h{Xn{t)) = Xr,{t) - X{t)[{p{t,Un{t)) - {f{t,Vn{t)) - ^(t, U^n(i)))]. 
By introducing the term Jf^^Jh{xn-l{t)), we get 
\\jt'^{h{xnm-Jt-'{h{xr.-im\\ 
<||jJ"(/i(x„(i)))-J?"(/i(x„-i(i)))|| + ||jJ"(Mx„_i(t)))-jf-(Ma;„_i(i)))|I. (2.4.8) 
By Lemma (2.4.5), we have 
<r(i)||M:r„(i))-/i(a:„_i(i))|| + ||J*"(Mx„_i(i)))-jf-'(/i(a;„_,(i)))||, (2.4.9) 
where r(i) = 4|f, and 
\\h{Xnit)) - h{Xn-im\ = \K{t)-X{t){p{t,Unit))-{f{t,Vn{t)) 
-g{t,Wn{t)))) - Xn-i{t) + X{t)ip{t,Un-l{t)) 
-{f{t,Vn-l{t))-g{t,Wn-im\\ 
< \\Xn{t)-Xn-l{t) + X{t){f{t,Vn{t)-f{t,Vn-l{t)) 
-X{t){g{t,Wn{t) - g{t,Wn-im\ 
+X{t)T{t)\Mt,Un{t)-p{t,Un-im\. (2.4.10) 
FYom (2.4.7) - (2.4.10), we get 
\\Xn+l{t) - Xn{t)\\ < \\Xn{t) - Xn-l{t)\\ 
+T{t)\\Xn{t) - Xn-l{t) + X{t){f{t, Vn{t) 
-f{t,Vn-i{t)) - X{t){g{t,Wn{t) - g{t,Wn-l{t))\\ 
+ X{t)T{t)\\p{t,Un{t)-p{t,Un-l{t))\\ 
+ \\J%{h{xn-r{t)) - A%(M^n-i(i))||. (2.4.11) 
Since M, 5 and T are U- Lipschitz continuous, and /, g and p are Lipschtiz contin-
uous, we have 
\\p{t,Un{t))-pit,Un-im\ < a{t)\\Un{t)-Un-l{t)\\ 
< (j{tHm + Un)\\xn{t) - Xn-i{t)\\ (2.4.12) 
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\\f{t,vr,{t)) -f{t,vn-im\ < mwvnit) -vn-iim 
< mhm^+un)\\xn{t)-xn-im (2.4.13) 
Mt,Wn{t))-g{t,Wn-l{tm < r{t)]\Wn{t) - Wr,.,{t)\\ 
< r{t)d{t){l + l/n)\\xn{t)-Xn-im- (2-4-14) 
Further , since S is relaxed Lipschitz and T is relaxed monotone , we have 
\\Xn{t) - Xn-l{t) + X{t){f{t,Vr,{t) ~ f{t,Vn-x{t)) - A(f) (^(i , li;„(t) - ^( t , ^/;„-l (t)) |P 
= \\Xn{t) - Xn-l{tW + 2X{t){f{t,Vr,{t)) - f{t,Vn-l{t)),Xn{t) 
-Xn-l{t)) - 2X{t){g{t,Wn{t)) - g{t,Wn-i{t)),Xnit) - Xn-i(t)) 
+X'mf{t,vn{t))-f{t,vn-i{t)) - {g{t,wn{t)) - g{t,Wn-im\' 
< [1 - 2X{t){k{t) - c{t)) + X\t){l + l/nfi^{t)h{t) 
+r{t)d{t)n\xn{t)-Xn-,{tW- (2.4.15) 
From (2.4.11) - (2.4.15) , it follows that 
\\Xn+l{t) - Xn{t)\\ = 9n\\Xr,{t) - Xr,^,{t)\\ 
+ \\J%iK^n-l{t)) - jtw'iK^n-imi (2.4.16) 
where 
9^{t) = 1 + r{t)^{l - 2X{mk{t) - c{t)) + A2(t)(l + l/nnamt) + r{t)d{tW 
+X{t)a{t)j{t)r{t){l + l/n). 
Let, 
9{t) = 1 + r(i) V(l - 2X{t)){k{t) - c{t)) + A2(t)[e(t)/i(t) + r{t)dit)]^ 
+A(i)a(i)7(i)r(i). 
Then 9n{t) -> 9{t) as n ^ oo. It follows from (2.4.6) that 9{t) < 1. 
Since lim„^+oo Ptltfit) - Jt{t)'^i''^)\\ = 0) It follows from (2.4.16) that {xn{t)} is 
a Cauchy sequence in H. Since H is complete, then there exists a measurable map 
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X : Q, ^ H such that Xn{t) -^ x{t), for all t e Vl. Now we prove that Un{t) -^ u{t) G 
M(i, x(t)), Vn{t) -^ v{t) e Sit, x{t)) and Wnit) -> w{t) e T{t, x{t)). In fact, It follows 
from Algorithm (2.4.1) that 
\\Un{t) - Un-i{t)\\ < (1 + l/n)j{t)\\Xn{t) - Xn-l{t)\l 
\\Vn{t) - Vn-i{t)\\ < (1 + lln)h{t)\\Xn{t) - Xn-l{t)l 
\\Wn{t) - Wn-i{t)\\ < (1 + lln)d{t)\\Xn{t) ~ Xn-l{t)l 
which implies that {u„(i)}, {vn{i)} and [wnit)] are also Cauchy sequences in H. Let 
Wn(i) -> u{t), Vnit) —>• v{t), Wn{t) —> w{t) as w —>• oo . Ws have 
div{t),Sit,xit)) = inf {\\v{t)-yit)\\:yeS(t,x(t)} 
< \\v{t)-Vn{t)\\+d{Vn{t),S{t,x{t)) 
< Mt) - Vnim + nS(t, Xn{t)), S(t, X{t)) 
< \\v{t) - Vn{t)\\ + h\\xn{t) - x{t)\\ -> 0 as n -> 00 
Hence v{t) G S{t,x{t)). Similarly we can prove that u{t) G M{t,x{t)),w{t) G 
T[t,x{t)). This'complete the proof. D 
Chapter 3 
Generalized Nonlinear 
Quasi-variational Inclusions 
This chapter deals with the iterative methods for computing the approximate solutions 
of generalized nonlinear quasi-variational inclusion problems. The existence and con-
vergence of solutions obtained by proposed algorithms are also studied. We have also 
mentioned several special cases. 
3.1 Introduction 
There are many numerical methods to compute the approximate solutions of vari-
ational inequalities and their generalizes, for example, projection method and its 
variant forms, auxiliary principle method, Newton and descart framework etc. The 
applicability of projection method is limited to the variational inequalities without 
involving the nonlinear term cj) on the right hand side of the inequality. Such method 
cannot be used to suggest iterative algorithms for variational inequality problems of 
type (GSMVIP) and its generalized forms due to the presence of the nonlinear term 
(f). In 1994, Hassouni and Moudafi [41] first used the resolvent operator instead of 
projection operator to suggest iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solu-
tions of variational inequalities involving the nonlinear term 0 on the right hand side 
of the inequality. Adly [1] extended such approach for the more general variational 
inequality problems. The resolvent operators technique is extensively used by Noor, 
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Rassias, Huang, et al; See, for example [46, 75, 76, 79] and references therein. The 
resolvent operators technique is quite general and flexible. 
Recently, Ding [31] considered a class of generalized quasi-variational inclusions. 
By using the properties of the resolvent operator, he established an existence result 
for solutions and suggested a new iterative algorithm and a perturbed proximal point 
algorithm for finding the approximate solutions. He also proved the convergence 
results for solutions obtained by the proposed algorithms. 
The Mann [66] and Ishikawa [58] type perturbed iterative process for nonlin-
ear equations is well decomented in the literature. Huang [47] proposed Mann and 
Ishikawa types iterative algorithms for finding the approximate solutions of a more 
general problem known as generalized nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusions. 
In this chapter, we consider generalized nonlinear quasi-variational inclusion prob-
lem. By using the resolvent operator technique, in the second section, we first convert 
our problem into a fixed point problem. Then we use this fixed point formulation to 
suggest an iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of our prob-
lem. In the third section, we propose Ishikawa type perturbed iterative algorithm 
for finding the approximate solutions of our problem. The existence of solutions of 
our problem and the convergence results for approximate solutions obtained by the 
proposed algorithms are also studied. Several special cases of our problem are also 
mentioned. 
Let H he a, real Hilbert space whose norm and inner product are denoted by ||.|| 
and (.,.), respectively. Given multivalued mappings A,S,T:H^2^ and single 
valued mappings g,m : H ^ H and N : H x H -^ H, we consider the following 
problem which is called generalized nonlinear quasi-variational inclusion problem: 
I Find X e H,ue S{x),v G T{x), and w 6 A{x) such that 
(GNQVIP) I g{x) - m{w) e dom dcf) and 
^ {N{u, v),y- g{x)) > (f){g{x) - m{w),x) - (j){y, x), ^ y E H, 
where (j): HxH -^RU {+00} is a functional such that for each fixed y e H, <!){., y) : 
H ^ RU {+00} is a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous functional on H and d(j) 
denotes the subdifferential of (p. 
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SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) If (f){x,y) = (l}{x), y y E H, then (GNQVIP) reduces to the following generalized 
set-valued nonlinear quasi-variational inclusion problem which is a special case of the 
problem considered by Shim et al [85] and appears to be a new one. 
(GSVNQVIP) 
Find X e H,u e S{x),v e T{x), and w G A{x) such that 
g{x) — m{w) € dom d(f) and 
^ {N{u, v), y - g{x)) > (j){g{x) - m{w)) - (t>{y), \/y e H. 
(ii) If m = 0 and A is identity mapping, then (GSVNQVIP) reduces to the following 
generalized set-valued mixed variational inequality problem considered and studied by 
Noor et al [78]: 
{ Find X e H,ue S{x), and v G T{x) such that g{x) G dom d<j) and {N{u,v),y- g{x)) > <f>{g{x)) - cf>{y), ^ y e H. 
(iii) If N{u, v) = v — u, m = 0 and A is identity mapping, then (GNQVIP) reduces to 
the following generalized quasi-variational inclusion problem considered and studied 
by Ding [31]: 
(GQVIP) 
Find X e H,u G S{x), and v G T{x) such that 
g{x) G dom d(j) and 
^ {u-v,y- g{x)) > (j){g{x),x) - (p{y, x), ^ y e H. 
For a suitable choice of the mappings A, S, T, N, and 0, a number of other known 
variational inequalities and their generalizations can be obtained as special cases of 
our (GNQVIP). 
3.2 Iterative Algorithms and Convergence Results 
In this section, we first convert (GNQVIP) into a fixed point problem. Then by 
using this fixed point formulation, we suggest an iterative algorithm for computing 
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the approximate solutions of (GNQVIP). We also study the existence of solutions 
of (GNQVIP) and the convergence of approximate solutions obtained by suggested 
algorithm. 
In order to prove our main result, we need the following concepts and results. 
Definition 3.2.1. [98] Let 5 : if ->• 2^ be a multivalued mapping. A mapping 
N{.,.) : H X H —^ H is said to be relaxed Lipschitz with respect to S in the first 
argument if there exists a constant A; > 0 such that 
{N{ui,.)- N{u2,.),x-y) < k\\x-yf, ^ ui e S{xi), U2 e S{x2) and x,y e H. 
Definition 3.2.2. [98] Let T : if —)- 2^ be a multivalued mapping. A mapping 
N{.,.) : H X H —^ H is said to be relaxed monotone with respect to T in the second 
argument if there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
(iV(., ^ 1) - N{., V2),x-y)> c\\x - yf, \f v, e T(xi), V2 e T{x2) and x.yeH. 
The following lemma ensures that (GNQVIP) is equivalent to a fixed point problem. 
Lemma 3.2.1. The set of elements {x, u, v, w) is a solution of (GNQVIP) if and only 
if {x,u,v,w) satisfies the relation: 
g{x) = m{w) + J^'^^-%{x) - r]N{u, v) - m{w)], (3.2.1) 
where T] > 0 is a constant and J^ * '^'^ ^ = (I + v9H-,x))~'^ is the resolvent operator of 
d(l){.,x) and I stands for the identity mapping on H. 
The equation (3.2.1) can be written as 
x = {l-X)x + \[x - g{x) + m{w) + J^'^^-%{x) - r)N{u, v) - m{w)]], (3.2,2) 
where 0 < A < 1 and r? > 0 are both constants. 
This fixed point formulation enables us to suggest the following algorithm. 
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Algorithm 3.2.1. Let g,m : H ^ H be single valued mappings, N : H x H ^ H be 
a bifunction and A,S,T : H ^ CB{H) be multivalued mappings. For given XQ e H, 
take Wo G S{XQ), VQ G T{XQ), WQ € A{XQ) and for rj > 0, and let 
xi= (1 - A)2;o + A[xo - g{xQ) + m{wo) + J^'^^-''''^[g{xo) - 7?A (^wo,wo) - m{wo)]], 
where Q < X < I is a constant. 
Since UQ £ S{xo) G CB{H), VQ E T{XO) G CB{H), and WQ G A{XO) G CB{H), by 
Nadler [69], there exist ui G S{xi), Vi G T{xi), and vui G A{xi) such that 
\\ui-uo\\ < {l + l)n{S{xi),Sixo)), 
\\vi-vo\\ < {l + l)n{T{x^),T{xo)), 
\\wi-wo\\ < {l + imA{x,),A{xo)). 
Let 
x^= (1 - A)xi + A[a;i - q{xr) + mim^) + Jl^^-'''\g{x^) - iiN{uuV,) - m{w,)]]. 
Since ui G S{xi) G CB{H), vi G r (x i ) G CB{H), and wi G A(xi) G CB{H), 
there exist, U2 G S[x2), v^ G T{x2), and w^ G A[x2) such that 
\\u,-U2\\ < {l + 2--')n{S{x{),S{x2)), 
\\vi-V2\\ < {l + 2~')n{T{x,),Tix2)), 
\\wi-W2\\ < {l + 2-')n{A{x,),A{x2)). 
By induction, we can obtain sequences {Xn], {un], {vn}, and {wn} as 
Xn+l = {l~\)Xn+X[Xn-g{Xn)+m{Wn) + J^'^^-'''''\g{Xn)-r]N{Un,Vn)-m{Wn)]], (3.2.3) 
W n G 5 ' ( x „ ) , \\Un-Un+l\\ < {I + {I + n)-')n{S{Xn), S{Xn+i)), 
VneT(xn), \\vn-Vn+i\\ < (1 + (1 + n)-^)?^(T(a;„),T(a;„+i)), 
WneA{xn), \\wn-Wn+i\\ < (1 + (1 + n)-^)?^(A(a;„),A(2;„+i)), 
n = 0,1,2, . . . . 
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Now we study the convergence of iterative sequences generated by Algoritlim 3.2.1. 
and prove that existence of solutions of (GNQVIP) 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let g : H —^ H be a strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous 
mapping with constants a > 0 and P > 0, respectively, and m : H -^ H be a Lipschitz 
continuous mapping with constant 7 > 0. Let A, S,T : H -> CB{H) be Ti-Lipschitz 
continuous mappings with constants a > 0, ^ > 0 and p > 0, respectively. Let 
the bifunction N : H x H -^ H be relaxed Lipschitz continuous with respect to S 
in first argument with constant k < 0, and relaxed monotone with respect to T in 
second argument with constant c > 0. Also, let the bifunction N{.,.) be a Lipschitz 
continuous in first and second argument with constants 5 > 0 and u) > 0, respectively. 
Let (j) : H X H ^ M.\J {+00} be such that for each fixed y E H, (p{., y) is a proper, 
convex, lower semicontinuous function on H. For each x,y,z £ H and r] > 0, let 
and if 
V~ 
||j^5*(.,x)(^)_ja^U)(^)|| < ^11^ _ y 
(k-c) 
(5C + u;p)2 
^{k-cy-q{2-qm + up)^ 
{5^ + upY 
{k-c) > {5^ + up)^q{2-q), 
q = 2y^l - 2a +13^+ 2ja + iJ,, q < I, (3.2.4) 
then there exist x G H, u G S{x), v G T{x), andw G ^ 1(3;) satisfying the (GNQVIP). 
Moreover, 
Xji -^ X, Un —^ U Vn -^ V, Wji —^ W OS n —>• OO, 
where the sequences {xn}, {w„}, {u„} and {wn} are generated by Algorithm 3.2.1. 
Proof. Prom Algorithm 3.2.1, we have 
||2;„+i - 2 ; „ | | = \\{l - X)Xn - {I - \)Xn-l + \[Xn - Xn^l - {g{Xn) - g{Xn~\)) 
+m{Wn) - m{Wn-l) + 4'^^-'''''\g{Xn) ~ r]N(Un, Vn) - m{Wn)] 
_ja0(.,x„_O[^(^^_^) - nN{Un-uVn-l) - m K _ i ) ] ] | | 
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< (1 - A)||a;„ - a;„_i|| + A||2;„ - Xn-i - {g{xn) - 9{.Xn-i))\\ 
+ A | | m K ) - m K _ i ) | | + A||J,^*(-^")[p(a;„) - r]N{un,Vn) - m K ) ] 
_ja«(.,.r,.)[^(3;^_^) _ r]N{un-x,Vn-{) - m K _ 0 ] l l 
+A||jf^-^")b(a:„_i) -r?iVK_i,v„_i) - m K _ i ) ] 
< (1 - A) \\Xn - 3;n-l II + 2A||a;n - Xn-l - {g{Xn) - g{Xn-l))\\ 
+2A||m(iyn) - "^(w^n-i)ll + i^ Alla;^  - 2;n,-i|| + \\\Xn - 2;„_i 
-•q{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-l,Vn) +N{Un-l,Vn) - iV('U„_i,'U„_i))|| 
< (1 - A)||a;„ - x„_i|| + 2A1|2;„ - x^-i - {,g{xn) - y(a;„_i))|| 
+27A||w;„ - Wn-ill + M||a;„ - a;„_i|| 
+N{Un-l,Vn) - N{Un-l,Vn-im. (3.2.5) 
By the Lipschitz continuity and strong monotonicity of g, we obtain 
\\Xn - Xn-l - {g{Xn) - g{Xn-l))\\'' < {1 - 2a + p^)\\Xn - Xn-l\\^. (3.2.6) 
Since A, S, and T are "H-Lipschitz continuous and N is Lipschitz continuous in both 
the arguments, we have 
\\N{Un,Vn)- N{Un-l,Vn)\\ < 5| |w„-Un-l | | 
< 6^{l + n-')\\xn-Xn-i\\. (3.2.7) 
\\N{Un-l,Vn) - N{Un-l,Vn-l)\\ < Oj\\v 
< Lop{l + n-^)\\xn-Xn-i\\ (3.2.8) 
and 
\\Wn-Wn-l\\ < c r ( l+n-^ ) | | x„ -X„_ i | | . (3.2.9) 
Since A'^  is relaxed Lipschitz continuous with respect to S in first argument and relaxed 
monotone with respect to T in second argument, we have 
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| | a ; „ - a ; „ _ i -r]{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-i,Vn) + N{Un-uVn) - A^(Mn-l,Wn-l))|P 
< \\Xn - Xn-iW^ - 2rj{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-uVn),Xn - Xn-l) 
-2T]{N{Un-l,Vn) - N{Un-i,Vn-l),Xn - Xn-l) 
+Tl'^\\N{Un,Vn) - i V K - 1 , l^n) + i ^ K - l , ^n) " N{Un-uVn-lW 
< \\Xn - Xn-if - 2r)k\\Xn - Xn-lf + 2r]c\\Xn - 2;„_i||^ 
W{5^ + cup)2(l + n-')''\\xn - a;n-ill' 
< [1 - 2r](A; - c) + r)'{6^ + u:p)''{l + n-'f]\\xn - Xn-,f. (3.2.10) 
From (3.2.4) - (3.2.10), it follows that 
Ikn+l - a^nll < On\\Xn - Xn-l\\, (3.2.11) 
where 
On = Xqn + A Vl - Mk - c) + r;2((Je + cop^il + n-')^ + (1 - A) 
and 
Qn = 2 V 1 - 2 Q + ^2 + 2^cr(l + Tl"^) + II. 
Letting 
^ = Ag + AvT^^^^K^^^^cyT^j2(^^^"^J^^ (1 _ ^)_ 
We know that 9n -^ d &s n -^ oo. It follows from (3.2.4) that 9 < 1. Hence „^ < 1 
for n sufficiently large. Therefore (3.2.11) implies that {rr„} is a Cauchy sequence in 
H and we can suppose that Xn —^ x ^ H as n ^ oo. 
Now we prove that w„ -^ u G S{x), Vn^v e T{x), and Wn-^ w e A{x). In fact, 
it follows from Algorithm 3.2.1, that 
\\Un - Un-l\\ < < (^1 + Tl-^)\\Xn - Xn-lH, 
\\Vn - Vn-l\\ < A(l + n-^)\\Xn - Xn-l\\, 
\\wn - Wn-i\\ < a{l + n~^)\\xn - a;„-i||, 
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that is, {un}, {vn} and {iy„} are also Cauchy sequences in H. Let u„ -> u, ti„ -> 
V, Wn -> w as n ^ oo. Further, we have 
d{u,S{x)) = mf{\\u~y\\:yeS{x)} 
< \\u-Un\\+d{Un,S{x)) 
< \\u-Un\\+n{S{Xn),S{x)) 
< \\u-Un\\+^\\xn - x\\ ^ 0 as n-)• oo. 
Hence u G S{x). Similarly v e T{x), and w G A{x). From (3.2.3), we have 
g{x) = m{w) + 
Therefore, it follows from Lemma 3.2.1 that the set of elements [x, u,v,w) is a. solution 
of that (GNQVIP). D 
3.3 An Ishikawa Type Perturbed Iterative Algo-
rithm and a Convergence Result 
In this section, we establish the equivalence of the generalized nonlinear quasi-variational 
inclusion (GNQVIP) to a nonlinear equation. Then we suggest an Ishikawa type per-
turbed iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of (GNQVIP). 
For finding the approximate solutions of (GNQVIP), we can apply a successive 
approximation method to the problem of solving 
X e i;{x) (3.3.1) 
where 
ipix) =x- g{x) + m{w) + J^'^'--'''\g{x) - T]N{U, V) - m(w)]. 
On the basis of Lemma 3.2.1, we suggest the following Ishikawa type perturbed iter-
ative algorithm. 
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Algorithm 3.3.1. (Ishikawa Type Perturbed Iterative Algorithm). Let g,m: H -^ H 
be single valued mappings, N : HxH -^ H bea bifunction and A,S,T : H ^ CB{H) 
be multivalued mappings. 
For given XQ G H, we take UQ G S{XQ),VQ G T{XQ), and WQ G A{XQ), the iterative 
sequences {a;„}, {un}, {t;„}, and [wn] are defined by 
Xn+l = {1 - Xn)Xn + KiVn- g{yn)+m{Wn) + J^'^^-'^'^^giVn) -VN{Un,Vr,) -m{Wn)]]+en, 
yn= {l-tn)Xn+tn[Xn-g{Xn)+m{Wn) + J^'^^''y''\g{Xn)-VNiUn,Vn)-m{Wn)]] + tnrn, 
for n > 0, where e„ and rn are the error terms which are taken into account for 
a possible inexact computation of the points Xn G //", Wn ^ S{xn),Un G S{yn),Vn £ 
T{xn),Vn G T{yn) and Wn G A{xn),Wn G A{yn),p > 0 is a constant and {A„} and 
{tn} are the sequences in [0,1] satisfy the following conditions : 
(i) Ao = 1, 0 < An, in < 1, V n > 0, 
oo 
(ii) Yl, ^n diverges and 
n-o 
n 
(Hi) ^ n (1 ~ (1 ~ c)Aj) converges, where 0 < c < 1. 
1=0 j=ri+l 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let g : H -^ H be a strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous 
mapping with constant a > 0 and P > 0, respectively and m : H -¥ H be a Lipschitz 
continuous mapping with constant 7 > 0. Let A,S,T : H ^ CB{H) be V. Lipschitz 
continuous mappings with constant a > 0, ^ > 0 and p > 0, respectively. Let the 
bifunction N : H x H -^ H be relaxed Lipschitz continuous with respect to S in 
first argument with constant k < 0 and relaxed monotone with respect to T in second 
argument with constant c > 0. Also, let the bifunction N{.,.) be Lipschitz continuous 
in first and second argument with constant 5 > 0 and w > 0, respectively. Let 
^ : HxH -^R{J {+00} be such that for each fixed y E H, (f){.,y) is a proper, convex, 
lower semicontinuous function on H. For each x,y,z e H and rj > 0, let 
WJ^'^-^^Hz) - j^^(-^yHz)\\ < ^\\x - y\ 
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and if 
[k-c) ^ ^{k-cY-q{2-q){6i + wpY 
V- < (5e+wpY (5e+WPY 
{k-c) > {5i^wp)^q{2-q) 
q = 2 V'l - 2a + /?2 + 27a + //, q<l (3.3,2) 
then {x,u,v,w) is a solution of (GNQVIP). Moreover if 
lim l l J f (••^ ")(2/) - J f ^-^Hy)!! = 0, V 2/ G /f, 
and {xn}) {un}-, {'"n}) o'T''^  {ifn} '^"6 defined by ITPIA with conditions 
(a) lim„^oo 11 en II = 0 = Iim„_^ oo lkn|| o,nd 
n n (b) E n ( l - ^ j ( l - c ) ) converges,0<c<l. 
i=Oj=i+l 
Then [xn}, {un}, {vn}, and {wn} are strongly converge to x,u,v andw, respec-
tively. 
Proof. First we prove that (GNQVIP) has a solution {x,u,v,w). By Lemma (3.2.1) 
it is enough to show that mapping ip : H -^ 2" defined by (3.3.1) has a fixed point 
x. For any x,y e H,a e ip{x) and 6 € •0(y), there exist ui € S{x),U2 G S{y),Vi G 
T{x),V2 G T[y),Wi G A{x), and W2 G A{y) such that 
a = a; - g{x)+miwi) + J^^ (^-^ )[5(a;) - r7A^(ui,^i) - m{wi)] 
and 
ft = y - ^(y) + ^(^2) + J,^ *(-^ [^^ (y) - vN{u2, V2) - m{w2)]. 
By Definition 1.2.6, we have 
| | a - 6 | | = \\x~gix)+m{w,) + J^f>^-'^\g{x)-riN(u,,v,)-m{w,]] 
-{y - g{y) + m{w2) + J^'^^-'%{y) - vN{u2, V2) - m{w2 
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< \\x-y- {g{x) - g{y))\\ + \\m{wi) - m{w2)\\ 
+11 J f (••-)[p(x) - TiN{uuVi) - m{w,)] 
-J^'^^-%{y) - vN{u2,V2) - m{w2m 
< 2\\x - y - g{x) - g{y)\\ + 2j\\wi - W2\\ + /x||a; - y\\ 
+\\x - y - v{N{uuVi) - N{u2,vi) + N{u2,v,) - N{u2,V2))\\. (3.3.3) 
By Lipschitz continuity and strong monotonicity of g, we obtain 
\\x-y- g{x) - g{yW < (l - 2a + P')\\x - yf. (3.3.4) 
Since A, S, T are "H-Lipschitz continuous and N is Lipschitz continuous in both the 
arguments, we have 
\\N{u,,v,) - N{u2,vi)\\ < S\\u, - U2\\ < 5C\\x - y\\ • (3.3.5) 
||iV(w2,^i) - Niu2,V2)\\ < w\\v, - V2\\ < wp\\x - t/|| (3.3.6) 
and 
\\w,-W2\\<(j\\x-y\\. (3.3.7) 
Since A'' is relaxed Lipschitz continuous with respect to S in the first argument and 
relaxed monotone with respect to T in the second argument and from (3.3.5), (3.3.6), 
we have 
\\X- y - T]{N{uuV,) - N{U2,Vi) + N{u2,Vi) - N{u2,V2))f 
< \\x- yf - 2rj{N{uu vi) - N{u2, Vi),x-y)- 2r]{N{u2, Vi) - N{u2, ^2), a; - y) 
W\\N{uy, vi) - N{u2, vi) + N{u2, vi) - N{u2, V2)f 
< \\x - yf - 2rjk\\x - y|p + 2TJC\\X ~ yW" + r]\S^ + wpf\\x - y\\^ 
< [l-2r,{k-c) + v'{6( + wp)']\\x-y\\\ (3.3.8) 
From (3.3.3) - (3.3.8), it follows that 
\\a - b\\ < 9\\x - yl (3.3.9) 
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where 
9 = q+^l- 2r]{k - c) + rf{5^ + wpf 
and 
q = 2 V 1 - 2 Q ; + /32 + 27a + /i. 
By condition (3.3.2), we have 0 < 0„ < 1. It follows from (3.3.1) that ip has a fixed 
point X G H. By Lemma (3.2.1), there exist x e H,u e S{x),v £ T{x), and w G A{x) 
such that the set {x,u,v,'w) is a solution of (GNQVIP). 
Next, we prove that the iterative sequences {.Xn}, {?/„}, {«„}, and {wn] defined 
by ITPIA strongly converge to x,u,v, and w, respectively. Since (GNQVIP) has a 
solution {x,u,v,w), then by Lemma (3.2.1), we have 
x = x- g{x) + m{w) + J^'^^-'''\g{x) - r]N{u, v) - m{w)]. 
By making use of the same argument used for obtaining (3.3.4) and (3.3.8), we get 
\xn-x- g{xn) - g{x)\\ < y/l-2a + p^\\xn - x\\, 
\xn-x- r]N{ui,vi) - r)N{u2,V2)\\ < \ / l - 2rj{k - c) + r]'^{S^ + wp^Wxn - x\l 
\\yn -X- givn) - g{x)\\ < ^1 - 2a + p^Wvn - x\\, 
WVn - x - r)N{uuVi) - r]N{u2,V2)\\ < \/l - 2rj{k - c) + rf{5^ + wpY\\yn - x\\. 
By setting 
h{x) = g{x) — r]N{u, v) — m{w) 
h{yn) = giVn) - VN{Un, Vn) - m{Wn)-
We have 
||a;„+l - X\\ = 11(1 - Xn)Xn + XnlVn - QiVn) + m{Wn) + J,^'^^"''"H^(yn))] 
+e„ - (1 - Xn)x + Xn[x - g{x) + m{w) + J^^'<'^-'^\h{x))\\ 
< (1 - A„)||a;„ - a;|| + A„||y„ - x - {g{yn) - g{x))\\ 
+Xn\\Tn{Wn) -m{w)\\ 
+A„|| J f (••^"^/^(yn)) - J^'^^-^'\h{x))\\ + \\ej. (3.3.10) 
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Now since J^ ''* '^^ "^  is nonexpansive, we have 
< llMyJ - h{x)\\ + 11 J?^( - -HM^)) - J^'^-'^'HHxm 
< Wvn -X- {g{yn) - 9ix))\\ + l|y„ - x - v{N{un, Vn) - N{u, v))\\ 
+\\m{w-n) - m{w)\\ + II J,^^(-^")(M^)) - JS'^^-''\hix))\\ 
< y/l - 2a + 13^ WVn - X\\ + ||y„ - X - 'n{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-uVn) 
+N{Un-uVn) - iVKT;) ) l | +7 l l^ -n " ^|1 + \\J^'^^-'''"Kh{x)) - j f ("^^IM^)) II 
< y/l-2a + ^2||y„ _ 3;|| + v/1 - 2v{k - c) + r]^{5^ + wp)^yn - x\\ 
+^a\\yn - x\\ + Mll^ n - x|| + WJ'.^^-'^'^KKX)) - J^'^^-''"\h{xm- (3.3,11) 
By combining (3.3.10) and (3.3.11), we get 
•'n+ 
1-xll < ( l -A„) | | a ;„ -a ; | | + A„[2V' l -2a + /32 
+ V'l - 2r]{k -c)+ r)'^{5^ + wpf + 27a + ii]\\yn - x\\ 
+A„11 J f (•'-)(/.(x)) - j'^^^-'y-\h{x))\\ + ||e.ll 
(1 - A„)||a;„ - a;|| + A„^||y„ - a;|| + A„e„ + ||en||, (3.3.12) 
where 
and 
Next, 
e = 2 A / l - 2 a + /32 + y/l-2rj{k-c) + r]^{S^ + wp)^ + 2ja + /i 
En = PS'^^-'^-HHx)) - J'/^-^y-Kh{x))\\. 
\\yn-x\\ = \\{l-tn)Xn + UXn-9{Xn)+m{Wn) + J^'''^-'^"\h{Xn)] + tnrn 
- ( 1 - tr,)x + tn[x - 9{X) + m{w) + J^^*(-'^H^(^)]|I 
< (1 - t„)|la;n - x\\ + tn\\xn -X- {g{xn) - g{x))\\ + tn\\m{wn) - m{w)\\ 
+tn\\J^'^^-'y"Hh{xn)) - J^^^-''\h{x))\\ + ^„||r„||. (3.3.13) 
By making use of the same argument used for obtaining (3.3.11), we get 
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|jf(-^"^(/i(:.„))-4*("^)(/i(a;) 
< { V l - 2a + /52 + v^l - 2T]{k -c) + 77^ (5^  + wp^ +-fa + /x}||x„ - x\\ 
+£n. (3-3.14) 
On combining (3.3.13) and (3.3.14), we get 
\\yn-x\\ < {l-tn)\\Xn-x\\+tne\\Xr,-x\\+tr^{en + \\rn\\) 
< (1 - i „ ( l - e))\\Xn - X\\ + tniSn + i | r „ | | ) 
< \\x^~x\\+tr,{en + \\rn\\). (3-3.15) 
Since (1 - i„(l - 9)) < 1, by combining (3.3.12) and (3.3.15), we get 
I k n + l - a^ ll < (1 - K)\\Xn - X\\ + XJ\\Xn - x\\ + 0 A „ t „ ( e n + | | r „ | | ) + XnEn + \\en\\ 
< (1 - A„(l - ^))||a;„ - 2;|| + OXntnisn + IknII) + A„£„ + ||e„|| 
n n n 
< l[i^-K{l-0))\\xo-x\\ + Y,>^i Yl{l-X,{l-9))e^ 
i=l 3=0 i=j+l 
n 
+eJ2Xjtj J](l-A,(l-^))(£,- + ||r,||) 
j=0 i=j+l 
+ E fl (^ - ^ii^ - m\eM (3.3.16) 
j=0 i=j+l 
where 
J J (1 - Ai(l - 6)) = 1, when j = n. 
i=j+l 
Now, let B denote the lower triangular matrix with entries 
n 
bn3 = Xj J2i^-W-0))-
i=j+i. 
Then B is multiplicative, see Rhodaes [84], so that 
n n 
i^E'^.n(i-«^(i-^))^.=o, 
j=0 i=j+\ 
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Urn V A,-i,- TT (1 - Xi{l - e)){ej + \\rj\\) = 0. 
Since 
n—>oo • 
j=Q i=j+l 
lim ||r„|| = lim £„ = 0. 
n—>oo n—yoo 
Let D denote the lower triangular matrix with entries 
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dnj= l[{i-K{i-e)). 
The condition (b) implies that D is multiplicative and hence 
1 ™ E fl i^ - >^ia - 0))\\ej\\ = 0, 
n - > o o •^—^ -*•-»• j=0 i= j+ l 
smce 
Also 
Since 
lim l|e„|l = 0. 
n->oo 
lim TT(1 - Xi{l - 9)) = 0. 
i=0 
^ A i = oo, 
it follows that from inequality (3.3.16) that 
lim ||a;„+i - x|| = 0, 
n—>oo 
that is, the sequence {a;„} strongly converges to x in H. The inequality (3.3.15) 
implies that the sequence {y„} also converges to y. Since «„ e S{xn),u E S{x),Vn E 
T(a;Ti),t' G T(2;) and Wn e A{xn),w G A(a;) and 5 , r , A are K Lipschitz continuous, 
we have 
ll^n — u\\ < i^lkn — 2;|| —>• 0 as n —>• oo, 
that is, {«„} strongly converges to u. Similarly {vn} and {u;„} strongly converge to 
V and w, respectively. This complete the proof. D 
Chapter 4 
Co-quasi-variational Inequalities 
In this chapter, we consider two different classes of generalized co-quasi-variational 
inequaHties in the setting of Banach spaces. By using the sunny nonexpensive re-
tractions, we construct the projection iterative methods for finding the approximate 
solutions of our problems. Some existence and convergence results are also derived. In 
the last section, we consider the multivalued co-quasi-variational inequality problem for 
fuzzy mappings. Following the technique of the first two sections, we give an iterative 
algorithm and prove the convergence results for the approximate solutions obtained 
by our proposed algorithm. The existence result for a solution of this problem is also 
investigated. 
4.1 Introduction 
The projection iterative method is one of the most important and useful methods for 
finding the approximate solutions of fixed point problems, and variational and quasi-
variational inequality problems; See for example [25, 38, 40, 56, 57, 60, 70, 71, 87, 88] 
and references therein. Most of the papers appeared in the literature on this topic, the 
metric projection operators, like in Hilbert spaces, are used. But it is impossible to 
use metric projection operator in the setting of Banach spaces because these operators 
are not nonexpansive. Recently, Takahashi and Kim [93] used sunny nonexpansive 
retraction to set up an iterative scheme for finding a fixed point of a nonexpansive 
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and nonself mappings in Banach spaces. Inspired by the work of Takahashi and Kim 
[93], Alber and Yao [3] used sunny nonexpansive retraction to construct the projection 
iterative method for finding the approximate solutions of a class of multivalued quasi-
variational inequalities in Banach spaces. They gave the name co-quasi-variational 
inequality for quasi-variational inequality in Banach spaces and presented an iterative 
algorithm. They also proved several convergence results for approximate solutions 
obtained by their algorithm and in particular several existence results are obtained. 
Recently, Chang [19] also studied the existence of solutions and convergence of Mann 
and Ishikawa iterative processes for a class of variational inclusions with accretive type 
mappings in Banach spaces. The mathematical approach in [19] is quite different from 
the one used by Alber and Yao [3]. In this chapter, we mainly follow the approach of 
Alber and Yao [3]. 
4.2 Generalized Multivalued Mixed Co-quasi- vari-
ational Inequalities 
In this section, we consider generalized multivalued mixed co-quasi-variational in-
equality problem in the setting of Banach spaces. By extending the terminology 
and method of Alber and Yao [3], we suggest and analyze an iterative algorithm 
to compute the approximate solution of our problem with noncompact valued map-
pings. We also prove convergence result for the approximate solutions obtained by 
our algorithm. 
Let B be a real Banach space with its dual B* and {x, f) be a pairing between 
X e B and f e B*. Given single valued mappings f,g,p,G : B ^ B and multivalued 
mappings M,S,T,K : B -^ 2^ such that y x e B, K{x) is nonempty, closed and 
convex subset of B, we consider the following generalized multivalued mixed co-quasi-
variational inequality problem: 
Find X e B, ue M{x), v e S{x), and w e T{x) 
(GMMCQVIP) \ such that G{x) E K{x) and 
{p{u) - if{v) - g(w)), J{z - Gix))) > 0, \/ze Kix), 
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where J : B ^ B* is the normalized duality mapping. If B is a real Hilbert space, 
then (GMMCQVIP) reduces to the generalized multivalued mixed quasi-variational 
inequality problem which is more general and seems to be new one. 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) If p = 0, ^  and M are identity mappings and T is a single valued mapping, then 
(GMMCQVIP) reduces to the problem of finding x e B and v e S{x) such that 
G{x) e K{x) and 
{nx)-f{v),J{z-G{x)))>0, ^zeK{x). (4.2.1) 
A problem similar to (4.2.1) is considered and studied by Alber and Yao [3]. They 
employed the sunny nonexpansive retraction method to formulate characterization 
of solutions of such problem. An iterative algorithm for finding the approximate 
solutions is suggested by them. They also derived some existence and convergence 
results. 
(ii) If B is a Hilbert space, / , g and M are identity mappings, G{x) = p{x) and K{x) — 
K, then (GMMCQVIP) reduces to the following generalized variational inequality 
problem considered and studied by Verma [98]: 
I Find x e B, v e S(x), and w G T(x) such that GVIP <^  . w . y J 
[ {p{x) -{v-w),z- p[x)) > 0, y zeK. 
It is clear that the generalized multivalued mixed co-quasi-variational inequality 
problem includes many kinds of quasi-variational inequalities, variational inequal-
ity and complementarity problems as special cases, such as in [40, 87, 98, 100] and 
references therein. 
Now we first derive some characterizations for a solution of (GMMCQVIP). 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let B be a Banach space, f,g,p,G : B -^ B be single valued mappings 
and M,S,T : B ^ CB(B), and K : B -^ 2^ multivalued mappings such that V a; G 
B, K{x) is a nonempty, closed and convex subset. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
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(a) The set of elements {x,u,v,w) such that x G B, u £ M{x), v G S{x) and 
w G T{x), is a solution of (GMMCQVIP). 
(b) X e B, ue M{x), V G S{x), w G T{x) and 
G{x) = QK{X)[G{X) - T{p{u) - {f{v) - g{w))] for any r > 0. 
For the proof of above lemma, we refer to [3] and references therein. 
Combining Proposition 1.2.10 and Lemma 4.2.1, we obtain the following result on 
the characterization of solutions for (GMMCQVIP). 
Lemma 4.2.2. Let B he a real Banach space, X a nonempty, closed and convex subset 
of B. Let f,g,p,m,G:B-^B be single valued mappings, and M,S,T : B ^ CB{B) 
and K : B ^ 2^ be multivalued mappings such that M x E B, K{x) = m{x) + X. 
Then the set of elements {x,u,v,w) such that x ^ B, u G M[x), v G S{x) and 
w G T{x) is a solution of (GMMCQVIP) if and only if 
X = x- G{x) + m{x) + Qx[G{x) -T{P{U) - {f{v) -g{w))) -m{x)], for any r > 0. 
To compute the approximate solutions of (GMMCQVIP), we propose the following 
iterative algorithm. 
Algorithm 4.2.1. Let K[x) = m{x)+X, where X is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of B and r > 0 be fixed. Let f,g,p,G : B -^ B be single valued mappings and 
S,M,T : B ^ CB{B) be multivalued mappings. For given UQ G M{XO), VQ G S{XO) 
and WQ G T{XO), we let 
xi = xo - G{xo) + m{xo) + QX[G{XQ) - r{p(uo) - (/(WQ) - giw^))) - m{x,^)\. 
Since UQ e M{xo) G CB{B), VQ G S{XO) G CB{B), WQ G T{XO) G CB{B), by Nadler 
[69], there exist u^ G M{xi), v^ G 5'(2;i), wx G T{xi) such that 
h^ - Will < (1 + l)n{M{xo), M{x,)), 
\\vo-Vi\\<il + l)niS{xo),Sixx)), 
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\\wQ-iui\\<il + l)'H{T{xo),T{x,)). 
Let 
X2=xx~ G{xx) + m{xx) + Qx\G{xx) - T{P{UI) - {f{vi) - giwi))) - m{xi)]. 
By induction, we can obtain the sequences {x„}, {un}, {vn} and {wn} as 
Xn+l = Xn-GiXn)+m{Xn)+Qx[G{Xn)-rip{Un)-{fiVn)-g{Wn)))-m{Xn)], (4.2.2) 
UneM{Xn), | | W n - " n + l | | < (1 + (n + l ) " ^ ) n{M{Xn), M{Xn+l)), 
Vn e S{xn), \\vn - t^n+i|| < (1 + (" + l )" ' ) ?^(5(a:„), 5(a;„+i)), 
Wn e T{Xn), \\Wn - Wn+l\\ < (1 + (n + 1)"^) n{T{Xn),T{Xr,+i)), 
n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , . . . . 
Now we prove that the approximate solutions of (GMMCQVIP) obtained by Al-
gorithm (4.2.1) converge to the exact solution of (GMMCQVIP). 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let B be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with the module of 
smoothness TB{t) < Dt^ for some D > 0. Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of B,f,g,p,G : B -^ B be single valued mappings, and M,S,T : B -^ CB[B) 
and K : B -^ 2^ be multivalued mappings such that V a; G B, K{x) = m{x) + X. 
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) /) 5") and p are Lips'chitz continuous with corresponding constants ^, r and a, 
respectively. 
(ii) G is both strongly accretive with constant 7 and Lipschitz continuous with con-
stant 5. 
(Hi) M, S, T are H-Lipschitz continuous with corresponding constants s, h and d, 
respectively. 
(iv) m is Lipschitz continuous with constant 0. 
(v) 0 < 2(1 - 27 + 64£»52)i ^29 + ras + [1 + r{Ch - rd)] < 1. 
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Then there exists a set of elements {x,u,v,w) such that u £ M(a;), v e S{x) and 
w G T(x) which is a solution of (GMMCQVIP) and Xn —> x, «„ —> u, Vn —> v, 
Wn -^ w as n —^ oo, where {xn}, {un}, {vn} o-nd {wn} are the sequences obtained by 
Algorithm (4.2.1). 
Proof. By the iterative scheme (4.2.2) and Proposition 1.2.10, we have 
||x„+i - a;„l| = \\xn - G{xn) + m[xn) + Qx\G{xn) - r{p{un) 
-{fM - g{Wn))) - m(Xn)] - (Xn-1 " G{Xn-l) + TuiXn-i) 
-Qx[G{xn-i) - r(p(u„_i) - ( / K _ i ) - g{wn-i))) - m(a;„_i)]|| 
< \\xn - Xn-i - iG{Xn) - G(x„_i))|| + 2||m(a:„) - m(2;„_i]|| 
+ |la;„ - Xn-i - {G{Xn) - G{Xn-l))\\ + r\\p{Un) - p{Un-l)\\ 
+ \\Xn - Xn-1 + T{f{Vn) - / K - l ) ) " r{g{Wn) - g{Wn-\))\\ 
= 2\\xn - a;n-i - {G{xn) - G(a;„_i))|| + 2||Tn(a;„) - m{xn-i)\\ 
+T\\p{Un) - P (u„_ i ) | | + ||a;„ - Xn-l 
+ r ( / K ) - /K- i ) ) - r ( p M - ^K-i)) | | . (4.2.3) 
By Proposition 1.2.8, we have (see, for example, the proof of Theorem 3 in [3]). 
\\Xn - Xn-, - {G{Xn) - G{Xn-l)W < (1 " 2 7 + Q^D5^)\\Xn " ^ ^ ^ - i l ^ (4-2.4) 
It is clear that 
\\m{xn) - m(rc„_i)|| < e\\xn - Xn-i\\. (4.2.5) 
Since M, S and T are "H-Lipschitz continuous, and / , g and p are Lipschitz continuous, 
we have 
\\p{Un) - p{Un-i)\\ < a\\Un-Un-i\\<as(l + ^]\\Xn-Xn-l\\, (4.2.6) 
WfiVn) - f(Vn-l)\\ < av'n " ^ n - l | | < ^h (l + ^) \\Xn - Xn-i]], (4.2.7) 
MWn) - g{Wn-i)\\ < r\\Wn-Wn-i\\ < rd fl + ^) \\xn - Xn-i\\. (4.2.8) 
R-om (4.2.7) - (4.2.8), it follows that 
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\\Xn - Xn-l + T ( / K ) - f{Vn-l)) " r{g{Wn) - g{Wn-\))\\ 
< \\Xn - Xn-,\\ + T | | / K ) - f{Vn-l)\\ " 2 r | | ^ K ) - 5 K _ l ) | | 
< \\Xn - Xn-l\\ + r^h{l + l/n)\\Xn - Xn-l\\ - rrdil + l/n)\\Xn - Xn-l)\\ 
= [l + T{l + l/n){^h-rd)]\\Xn-Xn-i\\. (4.2.9) 
Combining (4.2.3) - (4.2.6) and (4.2.9), it follows that 
where t^ = 2(1 - 27 + 64D5^)2 +29 + ras (l + ^) + [1 + r ( l + l/n){^h - rd)]. 
Leti = 2 ( l - 2 7 + 64Z}(J^)2+2^ + ra5 + [l+r(<^/i-rd)]. Then i„-> i as n -> 00. It 
follows from {v) that i < 1. Hence in < 1 for n sufficiently large. Consequently [xn] 
is a Cauchy sequence in B. Let a;„ -^ x G B. Now we prove that Un -^ u ^ M{x)^ 
Vn^ V e S{x) and Wn —^  w € T{x). In fact, it follows from Algorithm 4.2.2 that 
\\Un -Un-l\\ < ( 1 + - ) 5 |kn - a ^ n - l H , 
\\Vn - Vn-lW < ( ^ + " ) ^11^" ~ Xn-l\\, 
\Wn - Wn-l\\ < ( 1 + - ) ^W^n " Xn-i\\, 
which implies that {un}, {^n} and {it;„} are also Cauchy sequences in B. Let ii„ -> u, 
Vn -^ V, Wn -> w as n -^ 00. Since Qx) C'l /> 9,Pr M, S, T and m are continuous in 5 , 
we have 
x = x- G{x) + m{x) + Qx[G{x) - T{P{U) - {f{v) - g{w))) - m{x)]. 
Further, we have 
d(v,S(x)) = in{{\\v-y\\:yeS(x)} 
< \\v-Vn\\ + d{Vr„S{x)) 
< \\v-Vn\\+n{S{Xn),S{x)) 
< Ik - w„)| + h\\xn - x\\ -^ 0 as n ^ 00. 
Hence v e S{x). Similarly we can prove that u G Mix), w e T{x). The result then 
follows from Theorem 4.2.2. 
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4.3 Completely Generalized Multivalued Co-quasi-
variational Inequalities 
In this section, we consider the completely generalized multivalued co-quasi-variational 
inequality problem in the setting of Banach spaces which is also considered and stud-
ied by Noor et al [77]. By using the sunny nonexpansive retraction operator, we 
give the characterization, of solutions of our problem. This characterization is used to 
suggest and analyze an iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of 
our problem. The existence and convergence results are also studied. Several special 
cases of our problem are also mentioned. Our approach is different from the one used 
by Noor et al [77]. 
Let B be a real Banach space with its dual B* and (x, / ) be a pairing between 
X e B and / G B*. Let A^(.,.) : B x B ^ B and G : B -^ B he nonUnear mappings 
and let T,A : B -^ C{B) and K \ B -^ 2^ he multivalued mappings such that 
y X e B, K{x) is a nonempty, closed and convex set. We consider the following 
completely generalized multivalued co-quasi-variational inequality problem : 
(CGMCQVIP) 
Find X e B, uG T{x), and v E A{x) 
such that G{x) G K{x) and 
^ {N{u, v), J{z - G{x)) > 0, V 2 G K{x), 
where J : B -^ B* is the normalized duality operator. This problem is also considered 
by Noor et al [77]. 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) If T is a single valued nonlinear operator and N{u, v) = T{x)+A{v), then (CGM-
CQVIP) is equivalent to the following problem considered and studied by Alber and 
Yao [3]: 
Find xeBa.ndveA{x) such that 
(GMCVIP) <[ G(a:) G i^(:r) and 
{T{x)-hAiv),J{z-G{x))>0, \fzeK{x). 
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It is called generalized multi-valued co-variational inequality problem. Alber and Yao 
[3] suggested an iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of this 
problem. They also derived several convergence results for their algorithm and in 
particular several existence results for a solution of this problem. 
(ii) When B is a Hilbert space, J reduces to the identity mapping. Consequently, 
(GMCVIP) reduces to the following problem: 
Find X e B and v e A{x) such that 
(GMVVIP) { G{x)G K{x) and 
{T{x) + A{v),z-G{x))>0, \fzeK{x). 
It is called generalized multi-valued variational inequality problem, and it is introduced 
and studied by Jou and Yao [59]. 
It is clear that (CGMCQVIP) is more general and unifying one which includes 
many known problems considered and studied in the literature. 
Definition 4.3.1. Let T,A : B -^ C[B) be two multivalued mappings and N{.,.) : 
JB X 5 —> 5 be a nonlinear mapping. The mapping u i-> N{u, v) is said to be strongly 
accretive with respect to T if for any a;i,rr2 G B, there exists a constant t > 0 such 
that V Ml G T(xi), U2 G T{x2) and V v G 5 , 
{N{uuv) - N{u2,v), J(xi - X2)) > t\\xr - x^W^ 
Definition 4.3.2. The mapping A''(.,.) : BxB ^ B is said to be Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to first argument if there exists a constant P > 0 such that 
\\N{uu .) - N{U2, .)\\ < P\\U, - U2\\, V Ui,U2 G B. 
Now we first give some characterizations of solutions of (CGMCQVIP) by us-
ing sunny nonexpansive retraction operator. Then by using these characterizations, 
we suggest iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of (CGMC-
QVIP). 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let B be a real Banach space and N{.,.) : B x B -> B be a nonlinear 
mapping. LetT,A : B ^ C{B) and K : B ^ 2^ be multivalued maps such that 
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V a; G B, K{x) is nonempty, closed and convex subset of B. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) The triplet {x,u,v), where x e B, u e T{x), and v e A{x), is a solution of 
(CGMCQVIP). 
(b) X e B, u e T{x), V e A{x) and G{x) = QKix)[G{x) - T{N{U,V))] for any 
r > 0. 
Proof It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [3] (see also the proof of Theorem 
3.1 in [40] and Theorem 8.1 in [2]). n 
By combining Proposition 1.2.10 and Lemma 4.3.1, we have the following result. 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real Banach 
space B. Let N{.,.) : B x B -^ B and g : B —^ B be nonlinear mappings and 
T,A : B -^ C{B) and K : B —^ 2^ be multivalued maps such that \f x ^ B, 
K{x) = m{x) + X. Then the triplet [x, u, v), where x ^ B, u G T{x), and v G A{x), 
is a solution of (CGMCQVIP) if and only if 
X — X - G{x) + m[x) + Qx[G{x) - TN{U, V) - m{x)], for any r > 0. 
We now construct the iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of 
(CGMCQVIP). 
Algorithm 4.3.1. Let K{x) = m{x) + X , where X is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of a real Banach space B and T > 0 be fixed. Given xo £ B, take any UQ G 
T(xo), VQ G A{XO) and let 
xi=xo- G{XQ) + m{xQ) + QX[G{XQ) - rN{uQ, VQ) - m,{xQ)]. 
Since T{xo) and A{xo) are nonempty and compact sets, there exist ui G T{xi) and 
Vi G A(xi) such that 
\\uo-u,\\<n{T{xo),T{x^)) 
and 
\\vo-v^\\<n{Aixo),Aix^)). 
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Let 
2:2 = 2:1 - G{xi) + m{xi) + Qx[G[xi) - TN{UU vi) - m{xi)]. 
By induction, we obtain sequences {xn}, {u„} and {vn} such that 
Un e TiXn), \\Un - U„+i|| < n{T{Xn),T{Xn+l)) 
Vn e A{Xn), \\Vn - U„+l|| < n{A{Xn), A{Xn+\)), 
and 
G{xn) + m{xn) + Qx[G{Xn) - r(A^(u„, Vn)) - m{xn)l (4.3.1) 
n = 0 , l , 2 . . . . 
Next we prove that the approximate solutions of (CGMCQVIP) obtained by Al-
gorithm 4.3.1 converge to the exact solution of (CGMCQVIP), and in particular, we 
prove the existence of a solution of (CGMCQVIP). 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let B be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with the module of 
smoothness Tsit) < Ct^ for some C > 0. Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of B, N{.,.) : B x B -^ B and G,m : B -^ B be nonlinear mappings and 
T,A: B -^ C{B) and K : B -^ 2^ be multivalued maps such that V a: 6 5 , K{x) = 
m(x) -f X. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) N{.,.) is strongly accretive with respect to T and A with corresponding constants 
t > 0 and 5 > 0, respectively. 
(a) N{.,.) is Lipschitz continuous in both the arguments with corresponding con-
stants p > 0 and a > 0, respectively. 
(Hi) G is both strongly accretive with constant 7 > 0 and Lipschitz continuous with 
constant 5 > 0. 
(iv) m is Lipschitz continuous with constant 9 > 0. 
(v) T and A are H-Lipschitz continuous with constant^ > 0 andr] > 0, respectively. 
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(vi) 0 < 2(1 - 27 + 64C52)i + 2^ + (1 - 2r{t + s) + 64Cr3(aV + /^'C'))^ < 1. 
Then there exist x e B, u e T{x), and v 6 A{x) such that the triplet (x,u,v) is 
a solution of (CGMCQVIP) and the sequences {xn}, {w„} and {vn} generated by 
Algorithm 4-3.1 converge strongly to x, u and v, respectively, that is, Xn -^ x, Un —^ u 
and Vn -^ V as n ^ cx). 
Proof. By the iterative scheme (4.3.1) and Proposition 1.2.10, we have 
||a;„+i-a;„|| = \\xn-G{xn)+m{xn)+ Qx[G{xn) - rN{un,Vn)-m{xn)] 
-Xn-l - G{Xn-l) + m{Xn-l) 
-Qx[G{Xn-i) - TN{Un-i, Vn-i) - m{Xn-l))]\\ 
< \\xn - Xn-l - {G[xn) - G(a;n_i))|| + 2||m(a;„) - m(a;„_i)|| 
+j|a:„ - x„_i - {G{xn) - G(a;„_i))|| 
+||a;n - a;„_i - r(N(itn, '"n) - A^(wn-i, '^ ^n-i))ll 
= 2\\Xn - Xn-l - {G{Xn) - G[Xn-l))\\ 
+2\\m{xn) -m{xn-i)\\ 
+ \\Xn-Xn-l -r{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-i,Vn-l))\\. (4.3.2) 
By Proposition 1.2.8, we have (see, for example, the proof of the Theorem 3 in [3]) 
\\Xn - Xn-l - {G{Xn) ' G{Xn-l))f < (1 " 27 + ^^C5'')\\Xn - a^n- l f . (4.3.3) 
Since N{.,.) is strongly accerative with respect to the mappings T and A, N{.,.) is 
Lipschitz continuous in both the arguments, by using Proposition 1.2.8 and Algorithm 
4.3.1, we have 
\\Xn-Xn-i -T{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-i,Vn-l))f 
< \\Xn -Xn-lW^ -2T{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-l,Vn-l), 
J{Xn - Xn-l) - T{N{Un, Vn) - N{Un-l,Vn-l))) 
= \\Xn - a ; „ _ i | p - 2T{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-i,Vn-l), 
J{Xn -Xn-l)) -2T{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-i,Vn-l), J{Xn -Xn-l) 
-T{N{Un,Vn) ~ iV(lt„_i, U„_i))) - J{Xn - Xn-l)) 
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= \\Xn - Xn-iW^ - 2T{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-l,Vn) 
+N{Un-uVn) - N{Un-l,Vri-i), J{Xn - Xn-l)) 
~2T{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-l,Vn-l), J{Xn - Xn-l) 
-T{N{Un, Vn) - N{Un-l,Vn-l))) - J{Xn - Xn-\)) 
= \\Xn - Xn-iW^ - 2T{N{Un,Vn) - iV(w„-i , U„), 
J{Xn - Xn-l)) - 2T{N{Un-uVn) - A^(u„_l, V„_i), 
J{Xn - Xn-l)) - 2 r ( ( iV(u„ , •;;„) - N{Un-l, Vn-l), J{Xn - Xn-l 
-T{N{Un,Vn) - N{Un-uVn-l))) - J{Xn - Xn-l)) 
< \\Xn - .-^n-lll' - 2Tt\\Xn - X,,-if - 2rs\\Xn - .T„- l | | ' 
, _ 2 fAT\\N{Un,Vn)-N{u 
n-1) ^n-1 j II 
+ 4 d PBT ^ 
= (1 - 2 r ( i + s))\\Xn - Xn-if + 4:dPpBT{^\\N{Un, Vn) 
-N{Un, Vn-l) + N{Un, Vn-l) - N{Un-l, Vn-l)\\) 
< {l-2T{t + s))\\Xn-Xn-lf 
AT 
+A^PBr{—\\N{Un,Vn) - N{Un,Vn-l)\\ 
+ \\N{Un,Vn-l) - N{Un-l,Vn-l)\\) 
< (1 - 2 r ( t + s))\\Xn - Xn-lf + QACTW\N{Un,Vn) 
-N{Un,Vn-l)f + \\N{Un,Vn-i) - N{Un-l,Vn-l)f) 
< ( l - 2 r ( i + s))l|a;„-a;„_i||2 
+64CT\a'\\Vn - Vn-l\\^ + P'WUn - Un-lf) 
< {l-2T{t + s))\\Xn-Xn-lf 
+6ACr\a^n'{A{xn),A{xn-i)) + P'n'{T{xn),T{xn-i))) 
< {l-2T{t + s))\\Xn-Xn-i\\'' 
+6iCT\aW\\xn - rCn-ilP + ^'e'||:c„ - Xn-if) 
= (1 - 2r(i + s) + 64Cr'{aW + P'e))\K - Xn-i\\'. (4.3.4) 
It is clear from the Lipschitz continuity of m that 
||m(a;„) - m{xn-i)\\ < 6\\xn - Xn-i\\. (4.3.5) 
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From (4.3.3) - (4.3.5), we have the following inequality 
where 
k = 2{l-2j + 64(7(5 )^^  + 2^ + (1 - 2r(i + s) + MCr^iaW + P^^^))'' 
and 0 < A; < 1 by {vi). Consequently, {xn} is a Cauchy sequence and thus converges 
to some X e B. Now we prove that Un -^ u e T{x) and i;„ —)• v E A{x). From 
Algorithm 4.3.1, we have . 
\\un+i - Mull < '^(r(a:n+i),r(2;„)) < < |^|2;„+i - a;n|| 
and 
which imply that the sequences {«„} and {vn} are Cauchy in B. Let Un ^  u and 
Vji -> V. Since Qx, G, T, A, Ar(.,.) and m are continuous, we have 
x = X - G{x) + m{x) + Qx[G{x) - TN{U, V) - m{x)]. 
It remains to show that u G T{x) and v G A{x). In fact, 
d{u, T{x)) = inf {IIM - W\\ : W e T{x)} 
< \\u-Un\\+d{Un,T{x)) 
< \\u-Ur,\\+n{T{Xn),T{x)) 
< \\u — Un\\ + ^\\xn — xjl —>• 0 as n -> oo. 
Hence d{u,T{x)) = 0 and therefore u G T{x). Similarly, we can prove that v G A{x). 
The result then follows from Lemma 4.3.2. D 
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4.4 Generalized Multivalued Co-quasi-variational 
Inequalities with Fuzzy Mappings 
In an unpublished work, Ansari [4] introduced the concept of variational inequalities 
for fuzzy mappings, called fuzzy variational inequalities^ in his Ph.D. thesis. Sepa-
rately, Chang and Zhu [23] also studied a class of variational inequalities for fuzzy 
mappings. Several kinds of variational and quasi-variational inequalities for fuzzy 
mappings are considered and studied by Chang [18], Chang and Huang [22], Noor 
[73] and Lee et al [62]. Motivated and inspired by the work going in this field, in 
this section, we consider the multivalued co-quasi-variational inequality problem for 
fuzzy mappings in the setting of Banach spaces. Following the technique of previous 
sections, we give an iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of 
our problem. The existence and convergence results are also studied. 
Let 5 be a real Banach space and B* be its topological dual space. Let (.,.) be the 
dual pairing between B and B*. Let J^{B) be a collection of all fuzzy sets over B. A 
mapping P : B -^ ^{B) is said to be a. fuzzy mapping. For each x e B, P{x) (denoted 
by P-c in the sequel) is a fuzzy set on B and Px{y) is the membership function of y in 
P.. 
A fuzzy mapping P : B -^ ^{B) is said to be closed if for each x e B, the function 
y ^ Px{y) is upper semicontinuous, that is, for any given net {ya] C B satisfying 
2/a -> yo e B, Wmsupa PxiVa) < Pxivo)- For C e J^{B) and A G [0,1], the set 
(C)A = {X e B : C{x) > A} is called a X-cut set of C. 
A closed fuzzy mapping A : B -^ ^{B) is said to satisfy condition (*) : if there 
exists a function a : 5 -> [0,1] such that for each x e B, (ylx)a(i) is a nonempty and 
bounded subset of B. 
It is clear that if >1 is a closed fuzzy mapping satisfying condition (*), then for 
each a; e 5 , the set {Ax)a{x) e CB{B). 
In fact, let {yajaer C {Ax)a(x) be a net and 2/Q -)• yo e B. Then {Ax){ya) > a{x) 
for each a G F. Since A is closed, we have 
^x(yo) > limswpaerAx(ya) > a{x). 
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This implies that yo G {Ax)a{x) and so {Ax)a{x) £ CB{B). 
Let P, Q : 5 -)• J^{B) be two closed fuzzy mappings satisfying condition (*). Then 
there exist two functions a, 6 : B ^ [0,1] corresponding to P and Q, respectively, 
such that for each a; G B, we have (Fx)a(i), (Qi)b(i) e CB{B). Therefore, we can 
define two multivalued mappings P,Q : B -^ CB{B) by 
P{x) = (Px)a(x), Q{x) = {Qx)bix), y xeB. 
In the sequel, P and Q are called the multivalued mappings induced by the fuzzy 
mappings P and Q respectively. 
Let T,A,G : B -^ B be single valued mappings, P,Q : B -^ ^{B) be two 
fuzzy mappings. Let a, 6 : B —> [0,1] be given functions. Let K : B ^ 2^ such 
that y X e B, iir(a;) is a nonempty, closed and convex. We consider the following 
multivalued fuzzy co-quasi-variational inequality problem: 
Find x.u, and v e K such that 
(MFCVQIP) Px{u) > a{x),Qa:{v) > b{x), G{x) e K{x) and 
{T{u)+A{v),J{z-G{x)))>0 yzeK{x), 
where J : B -^ B* is the normalized duahty mapping. 
Lemma 4.4.1. Let B be a real Banach space, T,A,G : B -^ B be single valued 
mappings, P,Q : B -^ CB{B) and K : B ^ 2^ be multivalued mappings such that 
y X E B, K{x), is nonempty, closed and convex. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) The set of elements x E B,u e P{x), and v G Q{x) is a solution of (MFC-
QVIP). 
(b) X G B,uE P{x),v G Q{x) and G{x) = QK{X)[G{X) - T{T{U) + A{v))\ for any 
r > 0. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [3]. D 
As in previous sections, we give the following characterization of solutions of 
(MFCVQIP). 
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Lemma 4.4.2. Let B be a real Banach space and X be a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of B. LetT,A,G,m:B-^B be single valued mappings, P,Q : B ^ CB{B) 
and K : B ^ 2^ be multivalued mappings such that V a; G 5 , K{x) = m{x) + X. 
Then the set of elements x E B,u E P{x), and v e Q{x) is a solution of (MFCQVIP) 
if and only if 
x^x- G{x) + m{x) + Qx[G{x) - T{T{U) + A{v)) - m{x)], for any r > 0. 
Based on the above mentioned observations, we suggest the following iterative 
algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of (MFCQVIP). 
Algorithm 4.4.1. Let K{x) = m{x)+X, where X is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of B and T > 0 be fixed. Let P,Q : B ^ ^{B) be two closed fuzzy mappings 
satisfying condition (*) and P,Q : B -^ CB{B) be multivalued mappings induced by 
the fuzzy mappings P,Q, respectively. For given XQ E B,UO E P{XO),VQ G Q{XQ), we 
let 
xi = xo- G{XQ) + m{xQ) + Qx[G{xo) - r(T(uo) + A{vo)) - m.{xo)]. 
By Nadler [69] , there exist Ui G P{x{),vi G Q{xi) such that 
\\u,-u,\\<n{p{x,),p{x,)) 
H-vi\\<n{Q{xo),Q{xi)). 
Let 
X2 = xi- G{xi) + m(xi) + Qx[G{xi) - r{T{ui) + A{vx)) - m(xi)]. 
By induction, we can obtain sequences {xn}, {w„} and {i;„} satisfying 
W n G P ( a ; „ ) , | | w „ - U „ + i | | < n{P{Xn),P{Xn+l)) 
Vn^Q{Xn),\\Vn-Vr,+,\\ < n{Q{Xn),Q{Xn+l)) 
and 
Xn+i =Xn- G{Xn) + m{Xn) + Qx[G{Xn) - r{T{Un) + A{Vn)) - m{Xn)]. (4.4.1) 
We have the following existence and convergence result. 
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Theorem 4.4.3. Let B he a real uniformly smooth Banach space with the module of 
smoothness TB{t) < Dt"^ for some D > 0. Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of B. Let P,Q : B ^  ^{B) be two closed fuzzy mappings satisfying condition 
(*) and P,Q : B -^ CB{B) he multivalued mappings induced by the fuzzy mappings 
P, Q, respectively. Let P and Q be H-Lipschitz continuous mappings with constants 
P and T], respectively. Let T,A,m : B -^ B he Lipschitz continuous with constant 
a, X and 9, respectively, G : B ^  B be both strongly accretive with constant 7 > 0 
and Lipschitz continuous with constant 6 > 0. If 
0 < (1 - 27 + 6W5^) + 29 + 6 + T{l3a + Xrj) < 1. (4.4.2) 
Then there exist x E B,u ^  P{x),v G Q{x) such that {x,u,v) is a solution of 
(MFCQVIP) and the sequences {x^}, {u„} and {vn} generated by the Algorithm 4-4-^ 
converge strongly to x,u and v, respectively, that is, Xn -^ x,Un -^ u and Vn —> 
v as n —> 00. 
Proof By (4.4.1), we have 
\\Xn+\ -XnW = \\Xn - G{Xn) + m{Xn) + Qx[G{Xn) - r(T(u„) + A{Vn)) 
-m{Xn)] - {Xn-\ - G{Xn-l) + m{Xn-l)) 
-Qx[G{xn-i) - r(T(u„_i) + A{vn-i)) - m(a;„_i)]|| 
< \\Xn-Xn-l-{G{Xn)-G{Xn-i)\\ 
+2||m(a;„) - m(a;„_i)|| + \\G{xn) - Gixn-i)\\ 
+T\\T{Ur,) - T{Un-l)\\ + r\\A{Vn) - A{Vn-l)\\. (4.4.3) 
From the proof of Theorem 3 in [3], we have 
\\Xn-Xr,-i-{G{Xn)-GiXn-l))f < {1 - 2j + 64D6^)\\Xn - Xr,-i\\^. (4.4.4) 
It follows from the Lipschitz property of the corresponding functions that 
\\m{Xn) - m(Xn-l)\\ < 9\\Xn - Xn-l\\ (4.4.5) 
WTiUn) - T{Un-i)\\ < MK - Xn-l\\ (4.4.6) 
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| |AK) - A{vn-i)\\ < AT?|1X„ - Xn-iW (4.4.7) 
\\Gixn) - G(a;„_i)|| < S\\xn - Xn-i\\. (4.4.8) 
From (4.4.3) - (4.4.8), we have 
||a;„+i -Xn\\ < t\\xn -a;„_i | | , 
where t = {l-2j+64D5^)+29+6+T{pa+XT]) and 0 < i < 1 by (4.4.2). Consequently 
{Xn} is a Cauchy sequence, and thus it converges to some x e B. By (4.4.1) ,we have 
\\Un - Un-l\\ < 1i{P{Xn), P{Xn-l)) < P\\Xn - Xn-l\\, 
\\Vn-Vn-l\\ <'HiQM,Q{Xn-l)) < vW^n - Xn-l\\, 
and hence {un} and {vn} are also Cauchy sequences in B. Let {u„} and {D„} converge 
to some u €. B and v E B, respectively. Since Qx,G,P,Q,T,A and m are all 
continuous, we have 
x = x- G{x) + m{x) + Qx[Gix) - T{T{U) + A{v)) - m{x)]. 
Further, we have 
d{u,P{x)) = M{\\u - z\\ : z e P{x)} 
< \\u-Un\\+d{Un,P{x)) 
< \\u-u4 + n{p{xn),P{x)) 
< \\u- Un\\ + P\\xn - x|| -^ 0 as n -> oo 
and hence u G G{x). Similarly we can show that v G D{x). The result then follows 
from Lemma 4.4.2. • 
Chapter 5 
Generalized Nonlinear Variational 
Inclusions in Banach Spaces 
In this chapter, we consider the generalized nonUnear variational inclusion problem 
(for short, GNVIP) in the setting of Banach spaces. Several special cases of (GNVIP) 
are also given. By using the resolvent operator technique for ?7l-accretive operator 
defined on a Banach space, we convert our problem into a fixed point problem. We 
use this characterization of a solution of (GNVIP), we propose an iterative algorithm 
for computing the approximate solutions of (GNVIP). The convergence of approxi-
mate solutions obtained by the proposed algorithm and the existence of a solution of 
(GNVIP) are also studied. In the last section of this chapter, we extend the general-
ized nonlinear variational inclusion problem for fuzzy mappings. We also extend the 
iterative algorithm, and convergence and an existence result of second section of this 
chapter for fuzzy mappings. 
5.1 Introduction and Formulations 
The iterative process for nonlinear equations involving accretive operators and their 
generalizations has been studied by many authors, for example, Deing [33], Huang 
[51], Goebel and Reich [39], and references therein. Recently, Huang [49] extend this 
process for generalized set-valued implicit variational inclusions for m-accretive op-
erators defined on a Banach space. He first used resolvent technique for m-accretive 
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operators to establish the equivalence between the generalized set-valued implicit 
variational inclusions and the resolvent equations in Banach spaces. Then this equiv-
alence and Nadler's Theorem [69] is used to construct some new iterative algorithms 
for solving generalized set-valued implicit variational inclusions in real Banach spaces. 
In this section we consider a more general inclusion which includes generalized 
set-valued implicit variational inclusions [49] as a special case. By using the resolvent 
operator technique for m-accretive operator defined on a Banach space, we convert 
our problem into a fixed point problem. We use this characterization of a solution of 
generalized nonlinear variational inclusion problem (for short, GNVIP), we propose 
an iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of (GNVIP). The 
convergence of approximate solutions obtained by the proposed algorithm and the 
existence of a solution of (GNVIP) are also studied. In the last section of this chapter, 
we extend the generalized nonlinear variational inclusion problem for fuzzy mappings. 
We also extend the iterative algorithm, convergence and an existence result of second 
section of this chapter for fuzzy mappings. 
Let 5 be a real Banach space and B* be its topological dual space. Let T,F,P : 
B -> CB{B) Sind A : B ^ 2^ be multivalued mappings, N : B x B —> B and 
g : B -^ B he single valued mappings. We consider the following generalized nonlinear 
variational inclusion problem: 
, . J Find X e B, uG P{x), w G T{x), and q G F{x) such that 
\ Q G u + N{w,q) + A{g{x)). 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) If P = 0, then (GNVIP) is equivalent to find a; G B, u; G T{x), and q G F{x) such 
that 
0 G N{w,q)-vA{g{x)), (5.1.1) 
which is called set-valued variational inclusion problem, considered by Chang [20]. 
(ii) If iV = 0, then (GNVIP) is equivalent to find a: G 5 and ueP{x) such that 
0 G u + A{g{x)), (5.1.2) 
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which is called generalized set-valued implicit variational inclusion problem in Ba-
nach spaces, introduced and studied by Huang [49]. By using Nadler's Theorem and 
the resolvent operator technique for m-accretive mappings in Banach spaces, he con-
structed some new iterative algorithms for solving this class of generalized set-valued 
implicit variational inclusions. He studied the existence of solutions and convergence 
of iterative sequences generated by the algorithm in Banach spaces. An application 
of such problem is also given by him. 
(iii) If B = H IS a Hilbert space and A : H -^ 2^ is a maximal monotone multivalued 
mapping, then A is also an ?n-accretive mapping. In this case, generalized set-valued 
implicit variational inclusion problem is equivalent to find x G H and u e P{x) such 
that 
Oeu + A{g{x)), (5.1.3) 
which is called generalized set-valued implicit variational inclusion problem in Hilbert 
spaces and studied by Huang [48]. 
(iv) If B = H is a Hilbert space and A = d(j), where 0 : 77 -> E U {+00} is a proper, 
convex, lower semicontinuous function on H and d4> denotes the subdifferential of 
function (f), then problem (GNVIP) is equivalent to find x G H, u e P{x), w G T{x), 
and q G F{x) such that 
{u + N{w,q),y- g{x)) > <f>{g{x)) - 0(y), V y G //. (5.1.4) 
It appears to be new one and a variant form of the problem considered by Huang [45] 
and Yuan [104]. 
5.2 Existence and Convergence Theory 
By using the resolvent operator technique for the m-accretive mapping in Banach 
spaces, we convert the generalized nonlinear variational inclusion problem (GNVIP) 
into a fixed point problem. By using this characterization of solutions of (GNVIP), we 
propose an iterative algorithm to finding the approximate solutions of (GNVIP). We 
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study the existence of solutions for (GNVIP) anaxonvergence of iterative sequences 
generated by the proposed algorithm. 
Definition 5.2.1. Let A : D{A) C B -> 2^ be an m-accretive mapping. For any 
p > 0, the mapping J^ : B -^ D{A) associated with A defined by 
Jf{u) = {I + pA)-\u), ueB 
is called resolvent operator. 
Definition 5.2.2. The resolvent operator J^ : B ^ D{A) is said to be 
(i) retraction if (7 + pA)-^o (7 + pA)-'^{u) = (7 + pA)-^{u). 
(ii) nonexpansive retraction if 
\\J^{zi)-Jf{z2)\\ < \\z,-z,\\,yz,,z2eB. 
Remark 5.2.1. [14] It is well known that J^ is single valued mapping. 
Lemma 5.2.1. The set {x, u, w, q) is a solution of (GNVIP) if and only if {x, tx, ILI, q) 
satisfies the following relation 
9{^) = J^[g{x)-p{u + N{w,q)}], (5.2.1) 
where u G P{x), w £ T{x), q G F{x) and p > 0 is a constant. 
Proof. By the definition of the resolvent operator J^ associated with A, we have that 
(5.2.1) holds if and only if u G P{x), w G T{x), and q G F{x) such that 
g{x) - p{u + N{w, q)] G g{x) + pA{g{x)). 
The above inclusion holds if and only if u G P{x), w G T{x), and q G F{x) such that 
0 G u + N{w,q) + A{g{x)). 
Hence the set (x, u, w, q) is a solution of (GNVIP) if and only if u G P{x), w G T{x), 
and q G F{x) are such that (5.2.1) holds. • 
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Lemma 5.2.2. [49] Let g : B -^ B be a continuous and k-strongly accretive mapping. 
Then g maps B onto B. 
We now invoke Lemma 5.2.1, Lemma 5.2.2 and Nadler's Theorem [69] to propose 
the following iterative algorithm. 
Algorithm 5.2.1. Let T,F,P : B —)• CB{B) he multivalued mappings and N : 
B X B ^ B be a single valued mapping. Let g : B —^ B is a continuous and k-
strongly accretive mapping. For given XQ ^  B, UQ ^  P{xo), WQ G T{XO), QQ G F{XO) 
and 0 < e < 1, Let 
2;i = 20 - gi^o) + Jpigi^o) - p{% + N{WQ, go)}]-
Since UQ G P(a;o) G CB{B), WQ G T{XO) G CB{B), and go e F{xo) G CB{B), by 
Nadler [69], there exist Ui G P{xi), Wi G T(xi), and qi G F{xi) such that 
11^0-^ill < n{T{xo),T{xi)) + e'\\xo-x,\\ 
ko-QiW < n{F{xo),Fixi)) + e'\\xQ-Xi\\ 
Iko-Mill < n{Pixo),Pixi)) + e'\\xo-x,\\. 
Let 
a;2 = Si - g{xi) + Jp[g{xi) - p{ui + N{wi,qi)}]. 
Continuing the above process inductively, we can obtain the sequences {xn}, {un}, 
{wn} and {g„} satisfying 
Xn+l =Xn- g{Xn) + jf[g{Xn) - p{u„ + N{Wn, ?„)}], n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
Xn Xji+lll 
WneT{Xn), \\Wn-Wn+l\\<n{T{Xn),T{Xn+l))+e''+^\\ Xn ^n+l | | 
qn G F[Xn), hn " ^n+lH < liiF{Xn), F{Xn+l)) + e"+ ' | |x„ - Xn+l\\. (5.2.2) 
Now we prove the existence of solutions of (GNVIP) and the convergence of se-
quences {xn}, {un}, {wn}, and {qn} obtained by Algorithm 5.2.1. 
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Theorem 5.2.3. Let B be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with the module of 
smoothness Tp{t) < Ct^ for some C > 0. Let T,F,P:B-^ CB{B) be multivalued 
mappings such that T is 'H-Lipschitz continuous with constant /i, F is H-Lipschitz 
continuous with constant t, P is H-Lipschitz continuous with constant 7. Let g : B -¥ 
B be strongly accretive with constant 7 and Lipschitz continuous with constant 5, and 
N : B X B ^ B be Lipschitz continuous in both the arguments with constants a and 
P, respectively. If {IopA)'^o{IopA)~^ = {I + pA)~^ and 
0 < {l-2j + 6iC5y/^ + [5-p{aii + pt + j)]<l, (5.2.3) 
then there exist x E B, w E T{x), q G F{x), and u G P{x) such that the set {x, u, w, q) 
is a solution of (GNVIP) and the iterative sequences {xn], {wn], {Qn] c^nd {w„} 
generated by Algorithm 5.2.1 converge strongly to x,w,q, and u in B, respectively. 
Proof. From Algorithm 5.2.1, we have 
||Xn+l -Xn\\ = ||a;„ - g{Xn) + Jf {g{Xn) - p{Un + N{Wn, 9n)}) 
- [x„_i - g{Xn-i + J / {9{Xn-i) - p{un-i + iV(w;„_i,q„_i)})] II 
< ||a;„ - Xn-i - [g[xn) - ^(a;„_i))|| + \\Jf{zn) - Jf{zn-i)\l 
(5.2.4) 
where z^ = g{xn) - p{un + N{wn, 9n)}-
By Proposition 1.2.8, we have, (see, Alber and Yao [3]) 
\\Xn - Xn-i - {g{Xn) - g{Xn-l)) f < (1 - 27 + 64C6^) \\Xn - Xn-lf, 
and as J^ is nonexpansive, we have 
Pti^n) - Jti^n-l)\\ < l l ^ n - ^ n - l l l 
= WaM - p{Un + N{Wn, qn)} - (giXn-l) " p{Un-l + iV(w„- i , 9„_i)}) | | 
= h M - ^ (^n- l ) l l - p\\N{Wn,qn) " N(Wn-uqn-l)\\ - p\\Un - U„_i| | 
= h M - g{Xn-l)\\ - p\\N{Wn,qn) - N{Wn-l,qn) + N{Wn-uqn) 
-N{Wn-uqn-l)\\ - p\\Un-Un-i\\ 
< b M - g{Xn-l)\\ - p\\N{Wn,qn) - N{Wn-i,qn)\\ 
-p\\N{Wr,-^,qn) - N{Wn-uqn-l)\\ - p\\Un - Un-l\\. (5.2.5) 
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Using the Lipschitz continuity of N{.,.) with respect to first argument and T^-Lipschitz 
continuity of T, we have 
\\N{Wn,qn)- N{Wn-uqn)\\ < a\\Wn - Wn^l\\ 
•^n '^ n—ill 
< a(/i + e") | |a;„-2;„_i | | . (5.2.6) 
In a similar way, 
\\N{Wn-^,qn)-N{Wn-l,qn-l)\\ < ^hn - qn-\\\ 
•^n '^ n—1 I 
< P[t + e^)\\Xn-Xn-,\\. (5.2.7) 
Using (5.2.6) - (5.2.7), (5.2.5) can be written as 
-pP{t + e'')\\xn - Xn-ill - p(7 + e")l|a;„ - a;„_i|| 
= [S- pa{f^ + e") - pP{t + e") - p{^ + e")]||a;„ - a:„_i||. 
Thus we have 
ll^n+i-a^nll < ^(e")||a;n-a;n-i||, 
where ^(e") = (1 - 27 + GiCS^y/^ + [5- p{api + l3t + j) - p{a + t + l)e"]. 
Let^ = {l-2^ + 64CS^y^^ + [6-p{afi + pt + -f)]. Since 0 < e < 1, it follows that 
^(e") -^9, as n ->• 00. 
From (5.2.3), we have 9 < I, and consequently the sequence {x„} is a Cauchy sequence 
in B. Since S is a Banach space, there exist x e B such that a;„ —>• a; as n —> 00. 
From (5.2.5) and (5.2.6), we see that Wn and g„ are Cauchy sequences in B, that 
is, there exist w and q G B such that Wn ^ w and qn —> q. Now using the continuity 
of the operators T, F, P, g, N, J^ and Algorithm 5.2.1, we have 
x = x- g{x) + J^[g{x) - p{u + N{w, q)}]. 
Finally, we prove that w G T{x), q e F{x), and u e P{x). In fact, since w G T{xn), 
we have 
d{w,T{x)) < \\w-Wn\\ + d{Wn,T{x)) 
< \\w-Wn\\ + n{T{x,,),T{x)) 
< ]\w - WnW + P'Wxn - xll -)• 0 as n —)• 00. 
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which implies that d{w,T{x)) = 0 and hence w G T{x). Similarly we can prove that 
q G F{x) and u G P{x). Then by Lemma 5.2.1, the result follows. D 
5.3 Fuzzy Extension 
In this section, we consider the generalized variational inclusion problem for fuzzy 
mappings and extend the results and algorithm of previous section for fuzzy mappings. 
Let N : B X B -^ B and g : B —> B he the single valued mappings and let 
T,F,P : B ^ T{B) be fuzzy mappings. Let a,b,c : B -^ [0,1] be given functions. 
Suppose that A : 5 -> 2^ is an m-accretive mapping. We consider the following 
problem: 
Find x,w,q, and u e B such that 
(GNVIPFM) Tx{w) > a{x), Fx{q) > b{x), Pxiu) > c{x), and 
0 G u + N{w,q) +A{g{x)). 
It is called generalized nonlinear variational inclusion problem for fuzzy mappings in 
Banach spaces. 
The (GNVIPFM) includes many known problems studied in recent past, see for 
example [46] and references therein. 
As in previous section, we first transfer (GNVIPFM) into a fixed point problem. 
Theorem 5.3.1. The set {x,w,q,u) is a solution of (GNVIPFM) if and only if 
{x, w, q, u) satisfies the following relations: 
gi^) = Jplgi'') - Pi"" + ^ ( ^ ' ^)}]' (5-3.1) 
where w G T[x), q G F{x), u G P[x) and p> 0 is a constant. 
Proof By the definition of the resolvent operator J^ associated with yl, we have that 
(5.3.1) holds if and only if ly G f(x), q G F{x), u G P{x) such that 
g{x) - p{u + N{w, q)] G g{x) + pA{g{x)) 
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The above inclusion holds if and only ii w e f{x), q E F{x) and u e P{x) such that 
0 e u + N{w,q) -]- A{g{x)). 
Hence {x,w,q,u) is a solution of (GNVIPFM) if and only iiw e f{x), q e F{x), and 
u G P{x) are such that (5.3.1) holds. • 
The following algorithm is an extension of Algorithm 5.2.1 for fuzzy mappings for 
computing the approximate solutions of (GNVIPFM). 
Algorithm 5.3.1. Let T,F,P : B —> ^{B) be closed fuzzy mappings satisfying 
condition (*), of section 4-4 o-'^d T,F,P : B —>• CB{B) be multivalued mappings 
induced by the fuzzy mappings T, F, and P, respectively. Let N : B x B ^ B be 
a single valued bifunction and g : B —^ B be a continuous and k-strongly accretive 
mapping. For given XQ G B, WQ G T{XO), 9O ^ -^(^^o), ^.''^d UQ G P{XO), we let 
g{xi) = Jp[g{xo) - p{uo + N{wo, go)}]-
Since WQ G f{xo) G CB{B), go G Fixo) G CB{B), and UQ G P{XQ) G CBiB), by 
Nadler [69], there exist wi G T{xi), q\ G F{xi), and ui G P{xi) such that 
\\wo-Wi\\ < il + l)'H{f{xo),f{x,)), 
\\qo-qi\\ < {l + l)'H{F{xo),F{x,)), 
\\uo-u,\\ < {l + l)'H{P{xo),P{x,)). 
Let 
g{x2) = Jp[g{xi) - p{ui + N{wi, qi)}]. 
Continuing the above process inductively, we can obtain sequences {xn}, {wn}, {g„} 
and {un} satisfying 
g{Xn+l) = Jp[g{Xn) - p{Un + N{Wn, ?„)}] , 
W^ef{Xn), I K - ^ n + l l l < il + ^,)nif{Xn),fiXn+x)), 
qnePixn), Ik-gn+ill < (1 + ^ ) - H ( % „ ) , F(a;„+i)), 
Ur,eP(Xn), | | « „ - U „ + i | | < ( l + - l ^ ) 7 ^ ( p ( 3 ; „ ) , p ( : r „ + i ) ) -
n = n. 1.2 
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Now we prove the existence of solutions for (GNVIPFM) and the convergence of 
iterative sequences generated by Algorithm 5.3.1. 
Theorem 5.3.2. Let B he real Banach space. Let T,F,P : B ^ J^{B) be closed 
fuzzy mappings satisfying condition (*), of section 4-4 "^•c^  T,F,P : B —^ CB{B) he 
multivalued mappings induced hy the fuzzy mappings T, F, and P, respectively. Let 
A : B -^ 2^ he an m-accretive mapping and g : B ^ B he a-Lipschitz continuous 
and k-strongly accretive. Assume that T is ii-Lipschitz continuous, F is ^-Lipschitz 
continuous, P is t-Lipschitz continuous and N : B x B —> B is Lipschitz continuous 
in both the arguments with constant a, /3, respectively. If 
2k-l-a^ < p{t + P^ + an)V2k - 1, 
k > ^ ^ (5.3.2) 
then there exist x e B, w G f{x), q G F{x), and u G P{x) such that the set [x, w, q, u) 
is a solution of (GNVIPFM) and Xn -^ x, Wn -^ w, qn -)• q, and w„ -> u as n -> oo. 
Proof. Since T is ^-Lipschitz continuous, F is 7-Lipschitz continuous and P is t-
Lipschitz continuous, it follows from Algorithm 5.3.1 that 
\\Wn - Wn+l\\ < (1 + ——)nif{Xn),f{Xn+i)) < (1 + ^—)n\\Xn - 2;„+i||, 
n + i n + i 
hn - Qn+lW < (1 + ——)n{F{Xn), F{^n+l)) < (1 + ——rh\\Xn " a;„+i||, 
n + i n + i 
hn - Wn+l|| < (1 + ——)'H{P{Xn),P{Xn+l)) < (1 + ——)t\\ 
n + 1 n + 1 
n = 0,l,2,.... (5.3.3) 
Let 
Zn+i = g{Xn) - p{Un + N{Wn, qn)}, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Since g is <7-Lipschitz continous, A^(.,.) is Lipschitz continuous in both the arguments 
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with constants a and /3, respectively, and using Lemma 5.3.2 and (5.3.3), we liave 
ll^n+l - Znf = \\g{Xn) ~ g{Xn-l) - P K + ^ K , Qn) " [Un-l + N{Wn-l, Qn-l))]]? 
< hiXn) ~ g{Xn-lW - MUn + N{Wn, Qn) " K - l 
+N{Wn~i,qn-l))),j{Zn-\-l " ^n ) ) 
< a^Xn - Xn^lf + 2p\\Un + N{Wn, Qn) " K - 1 + N{Wn-U g „ - l ) | | 
< a^\\Xn - Xn^iW^ + M\Wn - Un-l\\ + \\N{Wn,qn) - N{Wn,qn-l) 
+N{Wn,qn-l) - N{Wn-uqn'-l)\\]\\Zn+l - Zn\\ 
< G^Xn - Xr^^if + 2p[\\Un - 1 i n - l | | + \\N{Wn, Qn) - N{Wn, qn - l ) l l 
+ \\N{Wn,qn-l) - A ^ ( u ; n - l , g n - l ) | | ] | | ^ n + l " Zn\\ 
< a'^WXn - Xn^lf + 2p[\\Un - W„_i | | + P\\qn - qn-l\\ + 0:\\Wn - Wn-l\ 
11 Zn+1 •^ n^ 11 
< a^\\xn - Xn-if + 2p[t{l + i ) + pjil + -) + aAx(l + - ) ] 
n n n 
\Xn - a;„_i||||2:„+i - z, n 
= a^Xn - Xn-iW" + 2p{l + -){t + P^ + ail) 
n 
\\Xn - X^_^\\\\Zn+l - Zn\\. (5-3.4) 
Since g is fc-strongly accretive, Jf is nonexpansive and from Proposition 1.2.8, it 
follows that. 
\\Xr,-Xr,-i\^ = \\[J^{Zn)-Jp{Zn-x)]~[g{Xn)-Xn-{g{Xn-l)-Xn-l)W 
< WJfiZn) - J^iZn-lW 
-2{g{Xn) - X n - {g{Xn-l) - Xn-l),j{Xn - Xn-i)) 
< \\Zn - Zn-lf - 2k\\Xn - Xn-l\\^ + 2\\Xn - Xn-if, 
which implies that 
lkn-a;„-i|| < \\Zn-Zn-i\\. (5 .3 .5) 
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From (5.3.4) and (5.3.5), we have 
l^n ^n—l\ < \Zn ^n-l] 2k-1 
2p{l + l/n){t + l3^ + aiJ.) 
+ 
< 
y/2k-l 
-zn-.r 
Zn-l\\\\Zn+l — Zn\ 
2k-I" 
p{l + l/n){t + pj + aix) 
+ y/2k 
\Zfi •^n—1II I ll'2'i 71+1 
Finally, we have 
l^n+l Zn\\ — "n\\Zn •2'n—1 (5.3.6) 
where 
Letting 
dn = 
a^ + p(l + l/n){t + pj + aiJ.)y/2k - 1 
{2k - 1)[1 - p(l + l /n)(i + /37 + a(j,)/V2k - 1]' 
a^ + p{t + /3j + a/j,)^^ 
9 1 {2k - 1)[1 - p{t + p-f + aij.)/V2k^] 
We know that ^„ ->• ^ as n -)• oo. Prom condition (5.3.2), it follows that 9 < 1. 
Hence On <l for n sufficiently large. Therefore (5.3.6) implies that {zn} is a Cauchy 
sequence in B. Since 5 is a Banach space, there exists z E B such that 2„ —)• 2: as 
n -> 00. From (5.3.3) and (5.3.5), we can easily verify that {xn}, {wn}, {qn} and 
{un} are also Cauchy sequences in B. Therefore, there exist x £ B, w £ B, q e B, 
and u E B such that Xn -^ x, Wn —> w, qn -^ q, and u^ —>• u as n —>• 00. Note that 
Wn G T{xn), we have 
d{w,f{x) = M{\\wn-P\\:Pef{x)} 
< \\W -Wn\\+d{Wn,f{x)) 
< \\w-Wn\\+n{f{Xn),f{x)) 
< \\w — Wn\\+ fJ'Wxn — x\\ —> 0, as n -^ 00, 
which implies that d{w,f{x)) = 0. Since f{x) e CB{B), it follows that w G f{x). 
Similarly we can show that q e F{x) and u G P{x). Since g, Jf, N{., .),f,F and P 
are continuous, it follows from Algorithm 5.3.1 that 
S{x) = Jp[9{x) - p{u + N{w, q)}]. 
By Theorem 5.3.1, the set {x, w, q, u) is a solution of (GNVIPFM). D 
Chapter 6 
Generalized 
Quasi-complementarity Problems 
with Fuzzy Multivalued Maps 
In this chapter, we study a class of generalized quasi-complementarity problems with 
fuzzy multivalued mappings and suggest a new algorithm for computing the approx-
imate solutions of this class of generalized quasi-complementarity problems. We also 
discuss the existence of a solution of our problem without compactness assumption and 
the convergence of the iterative sequences generated by the algorithm. Some special 
cases are also given. 
6.1 Introduction and Formulations 
In an unpublished work, Ansari [4] introduced the concept of variational inequalities 
for fuzzy mappings in his Ph.D. thesis. Separately, Chang and Zhu [23] also studied 
a class of variational inequalities for fuzzy mappings. Several kind of variational 
inequalities and complementarity problems for fuzzy mappings w^ ere considered and 
studied by Chang [18], Chang and Huang [22], Noor [73] and Lee et al [62]. For 
a detail on Complementarity problems and their applications, we refer to Isac [57]. 
Motivated and inspired by the recent research work going on in this field, in this 
chapter, we study a class of generalized quasi-complementarity problems with fuzzy 
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multivalued mappings. A new algorithm for computing the approximate solutions 
of the generalized quasi-complementarity problem with fuzzy multivalued mappings 
is suggested. We also discuss the existence of a solution of our problem without 
compactness assumption and the convergence of iterative sequences generated by our 
algorithm. 
Let if be a real Hilbert space endowed with the norm ||.|| and inner product (.,.). 
li K IS a, closed convex cone in H, we denote by K* the polar cone of K, i.e., 
K* = {ueH:{u,v)>0, VveK}. 
Let N : HxH -^ H and 'm,g : H ^ Hhe single valued mappings and F,G,A: H ^ 
T{H) be fuzzy mappings. Let a,b,c: H ^ [0,1] be given functions. We consider the 
following generalized quasi-complementarity problem with fuzzy multivalued mappings: 
(GQCPFM) 
Find u,x,y,w e H such that 
K{x) > a(u), Gu{y) > b{u), Auiw) > c(u), 
g{u) e K{w), N{x,y) G K*{w) and 
{g{u)-m{w),N{x,y)) = 0, 
where K{w) = Tn{w) + K and thus K*{w) = {m{w) + K)*^ m*{w) n K*. 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) If F,G,A : H -^ CB{H) are classical multivalued mappings, we can define the 
fuzzy mappings F,G,A: H ^ ^{H) by 
u -^ xF{u), u -> xG{u), u -^ x^(w), 
where xF{u), xG[u), xA{u) are the characteristic functions of F(u),G(u) and A{u), 
respectively. Taking a{u) = b{u) = c{u) = 1, y u e H, (GQCPFM) is equivalent to 
the following problem: 
Find ue H,x e F{u),y e G{u), w G A{u) such that 
g{u) 6 K{w), N{x,y) G K*{w) and 
{g{u)-m{w),N{x,y))^0. (g.i.i) 
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Problem (6.1.1) is a generalization of the problem considered in [45]. 
(ii) If N{x,y) = x-y, V x,y G i? and A{u) = u, then the problem (6.1.1) is equivalent 
to the following generalized strongly nonlinear quasi-complementarity problem: 
( Fine 
< Q(U) 
d ue H,xe F{u), y G G{u) such that 
(GSNQCP)  g{u) e K{u),x- y e K*{u) and 
, {9{u)-m{u),x-y) = 0. 
It is considered and studied by Deing [34]. 
6.2 Existence and Convergence Theory 
In this section, we first convert (GQCPFM) into a quasi-variational inequality prob-
lem for fuzzy mappings. By using this equivalence and projection operator, we sug-
gest an iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of (GQCPFM). The 
convergence of approximate solutions obtained by the suggested algorithm is also 
studied. 
Theorem 6.2.1. If K C H is a closed convex cone and K{w) = m{w) + K, then 
the set of elements {u,x,y,w) is a solution of (GQCPFM) if and only if u E: H,x £ 
F{u),y E G{u) and w e A{u) such that 
g{u)eK{w) : {N{x,y),g{v) - g{u)) >Q, \/g{v) e K{w). (6.2.1) 
Proof. Let the set of elements u e H,x e F{u),y e G{u) and w e A{u) is a solution 
of (GQCPFM). Since K(w) = m{w) + K, if g{v) e K{w), it can be written as 
g{v) = m{w) + z for some z e K and thus V g{v) e K(w), we have 
{N{x,y),g{v)-g{u)) = {N{x,y),m{w) + z - g{u)) 
= {N{x,y),miw)-g{u)) + {N{x,y),z) 
= {N{x,y),z)>0. 
Therefore {u,x,y,w) is a solution of problem (6.2.1) 
Conversely, Suppose that the set of elements uE H,x e F{u), y G G{u) and 
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w e A{u) such that g{u) € K{w) satisfies the inequality (6.2.1). Since g{u) G K{w), 
we know that g{u)-m{w) e K and hence 2g{u)-m{w) G K{w). From 0 6 i^, we get 
m{w) G K{w). Taking g{v) = 2g{u) - m{w) and g{v) = m{w) in (6.2.1), we obtain 
{N{x,y),g{u)-m{w))>Q and {N{x,y),m{w) ~ g{u)) >Q. 
It follows from the above inequalities that 
{N{x,y),g{u)-m{w)) = Q 
It remains to prove that N{x,y) G K*{w). Taking g{v) = m{w) + z m (6.2.1), we 
obtain 
^<{N{x,y),g{v)-g{u)) = {N{x,y),m{w) ^ z - g{u)) 
= {N{x,y),z). 
This implies that N{x, y) G K*{w). Therefore {u, x, y, w) is a solution of (GQCPFM). 
D 
We need the following lemma whose proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 
in [71]. 
Lemma 6.2.2. If K is a closed convex cone in H and K{w) — m{w) -\-K, y w e K. 
Then u e H,x £ F{u),y G G{u) and w G A{u) satisfy (6.2.1) if and only if these 
satisfy the relation 
g{u) = m{w) + PK{w)[g{u) - m{w) - pN{x,y)], 
where p > 0 is a constant-
On the basis of Theorem 6.2.1 and Lemma 6.2.2, we propose the following algo-
rithm. 
Algorithm 6.2.1. Suppose that K is a closed convex cone in H and N : H x H -^ 
H, m,g : H -^ H. Let F,G,A:H^ ^{H) be fuzzy mappings satisfying condition 
{*) of section 4.4 and F,G,A: H -^ CB{H) be fuzzy mappings induced by F, G and 
A, respectively.. For given UQ G H, we take Xo G F{uo), y^ G G{uo) and WQ G A(UO) 
and let 
g{ui) = m(wo) + PKiwoMuo) - m(wo) - pN{xo, yo)], 
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where p > 0 is a constant. 
Since XQ e F{UQ) G CB{H), y^ G G{UQ) € CB{H) and^WQ G A{UQ) G CB{H), by 
Nadler [69], there exist xi G F{ui), yx G G{u{) and wi G A{u]) such that 
Iko-rrill < (l + l)?i(F(uo),F(ui)), 
||yo-2/ilI < (I + IMG'M.G'M), 
II^o-^^ill < (l + l)?i(iM,i(ui)). 
Let 
g(tX2) = m(TiJi) + PK{W,)[9{'^I) - w(iyi) - pN(xi ,y i ) ] . 
By induction, we can obtain sequences {xn), [yn]^ {^n] and {u„} such that 
Xr,eF{Ur,),\\Xn-Xn^l\\ < {I + [l + n)-^)n{F[Un), H^n+l)), 
Vn^G{u^)A\yn-Vn-Vl\\ < (1 + (1 + r i ) - ' ) ? i ( ( 5 K ) , G ^ + i ) ) , 
i i ;„GiK), |K-w;„+i | | < (l + (l + n)-^)?^:(iM,i(wn+i)), 
i?(Un+i) = m{Wn) + P / f K ) [ y K ) - "l(w'n) - pN{Xn, ^n)] , n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
ly/iere p> Q is a constant. 
We consider those conditions under which the solution of (GQCPFM) exists and 
the sequences of the approximate solutions obtained by Algorithm 6.2.1 converge 
strongly to the exact solution of (GQCPFM). 
Theorem 6.2.3. Let K is a closed convex cone in H, F,G,A: H ^ ^{H) be fuzzy 
mappings satisfying the condition (*) of section 4-4 o.nd let F,G,A : H —> CB{H) 
be multivalued mappings induced by F, G and A, respectively. Let m, g : H —^ H be 
single valued mappings such that g{H) is closed in H and m is Lipschitz continuous 
with constant t. Let F,G and A are H—Lipschitz continuous with respect to g with 
constants JJL, a and 7, respectively. Let N : H x H —>• H be relaxed monotone in 
the first argument with constant c and Lipschitz continuous in the first and second 
arguments with constants ^ and ^, respectively. If the following condition holds: 
^aUt-f - 1) - c 
P- P^IJ? - 0-2^2 
V(ea(4 t7 - 1) - C)2 - (^2^2 _ ^2^2)(1 _ 2t^)%t^ 
/52^2 _ ^2^2 
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c> (1 - At^)ai + \ / ( ;5V- 'eV2)(l-2i7)(8t7) 
p^o < Atj - 1 
^a < /3fx, (6.2.2) 
i/ien there exists a set of elements u e H,x e F{u),y G G{u),w e A{u) such that 
(u, X, y, w) is a solution of (GQCPFM) and 
9{Un) -^ 9{u),Xn -^X,yn-^y,Wn-^W OS n -)• 00, 
where {wn}, {^n}, {yn} o-f^d {wn} are sequences defined in Algorithm 6.2.1. 
Proof. Since m is Lipschitz continuous, it follows by Remark 4.1 in [65] that \/ x,y,z ^ 
\\PK{X)[Z) - PK[y){z)\\ < 2t\\x-y\\. (6.2.3) 
From Algorithm 6.2.1, Lemma 1.2.3 and (6.2.3),we have 
\\g{Un+\) - g{Un)\\ = \\m{Wn)+PK{wn)[9{'^n)-m{Wn)- pN{Xn,yn)] 
-m{Wn-l) - PK{w^_,)[g{Un-l) - m ( i y „ _ i ) - pN{Xn-uyn-\)]\\ 
< \\m{Wr,) - m(Wn-l)\\ + \\PK{v^^)[g{Un) - m{w^) - pN{Xn,yn)\ 
-PK{wn)[9{un~\) - m{wn-i) - pA'"(a;n_i,y„_i)]|| 
+ \\PK{wn)[9{Un-l) - m{Wn-l) - pN{Xn-uyn-l)] 
-PKiw„-i}[9iUn-l) - m{Wn-l) - pN{Xn-Uyn-l)]\\ 
< 2||.m(u;„) - m{wn-i)\\ + \\9{un) - 9iun~\) 
-p{N{Xn,yn) - N{Xn-l,yn-l)\\ + 2t\\Wn - Wn-l\\ 
< 2t\\wn - Wn-i\\ + p\\N{xn-i,yn) - iV(a;„-i,2/n-i)|| 
+ \\9{Un) - 9{Un-l) - p{N{Xn,yn) - N{Xn-l,yn)\\ 
+ 2t\\Wn - 1 f ; „ - l | | . 
Since A''(.,.) is Lipschitz continuous in the second argument and m is Lipschitz con-
tinuous, we have 
\\g{Un+i) - g{Un)\\ < \\9iUn)-9{Un-i)-p{N{Xr„yn)-N{Xn-uyn)\\ 
+P^\\yn - yn-i|| + 4i||u;„ - u;„_i||. (6.2.4) 
By H—Lipschitz continuity of F with respect g, we have 
\\xn - 3:n-i|| < (1 + n-^)ii\\g{un) - g{un-i)\\. (6.2.5) 
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Since A''(.,.) is relaxed monotone with respect to g in the first argument, Lipschitz 
continuous in the first argument and using (6.2.4), we have 
||^(W„) - g{Un-l) - p{N{Xn, Vn) ' N{Xn-U VnW 
= \\g{Un) - 9{Un-l)\? - 2p{N{Xn,yn) - N {Xn-UVn), 9{Un) " ^ K - l ) ) 
+p^N{xn,yn) - N{x 
< \\9{Un) - g{nn~l)\? + 2 p c | | p K ) - g{Un-l)f + P^^'^hn - Xn-xf 
< [1 + 2pc + p2/?2(i + n-')n']Mun) - g{un-,)\?. (6.2.6) 
Further, since G and A are ?i-Lipschitz continuous with respect to g, we have 
| |yn-yn- i | | < (l + n-i)H((5u„,Gu„_i) < {l+n-')a\\g{un)-g{un-i)\\ (6.2.7) 
and 
, \\wn-wn-i\\ < {l + n-')'H{Aun,Aun-i) < {1 + n-')^\\giun) - g{un-i)\\. (6.2.8) 
Prom (6.2.4) and (6.2.6) - (6.2.8), it follows that 
\\g{Un+l) - giUn)\\ < On\\g{Un) - 5 (Un- l ) | | , (6.2.9) 
where 
Bn = \ / l + 2pC + p2 ^ 2(1+^-1)^2 + p^(l + „ - l ) ^ + 4^(1 + „ - l )^ 
Then ^^ —>• ^ as n —>• cx). From (6.2.2), we have ^ < 1. Hence n^ < 1 for n sufficiently 
large. Therefore (6.2.8) implies that {^(w„)} is a Cauchy sequence in g{E.). Since 
5(i:r) is closed in E^ there exists u e H such that 
^(wn) -> g{u), as n -)• oo. 
By (6.2.5), (6.2.7) and (6.2.8), it is easy to see that {xn}, {Vn} and {wn} are Cauchy 
sequences in H. Since H is complete, we may let Xn -^ x,yn -^ y,Wn -^ w as n -^ CXD. 
Further, we have 
d{x, F{u)) = mf{\\x - z\\ : z e F{u)} 
< \\x-Xn\\+d{Xn,F(u)) 
< \\x-Xr,\\+H{F{Ur,),F{u)) 
< \\x-Xn\\+ii\\g{un)-giu)\\-^0 
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and hence x e F{u). Similarly y G G{u) and w G A{u). 
Now we prove that 
g{u) = m{w) + PK{W)[9{U) - m{w) - pN{x,y)] 
In fact, from Lemma 1.2.3 and (6.2.3), we have 
l|^(u„+i) - m{w) - PK{w)[g{u) - m{w) - pN{x, y)]\\ 
= \\m{Wn) + PK{wn)[g{Un) " M^n) " pN{Xn, y„)] 
-m{w) - PK{w)[g{u) - m{w) - pN{x, y)]\\ 
< \\m{Wn) - m{w)\\ + \\PK{wn)[9{Un) - m{Wn) - pN{Xn,yn)] 
-PK{wn)[9{u) - m{w) - pN{x,y)]\\ 
+ \\PK(wn)[9{u) - m{w) - pN{x,y)] 
-PK{w)[9{y') - m{w) - pN{x,y)]\\ 
< 2||m(u;„) - m{w)\\ + \\g{un) - 9{u) - p{N{xn,yn) - N{x,y))\\ 
+ 2t\\Wn — w\\ 
< \\9{Un) - 9{u)\\+p\\{N{Xn,yn) - N{x,yn))\\ 
+p\\N{x, y„) - N{x,y)\\ + it\\wn - w\\ 
< hiUn) - 9{u)\\ + pP\\Xn - X\\ + pC\\yn - y\\ + 4:t\\Wn - w\\. 
Since 9{un) —> 9{u), Xn —^x,yn—> y, Wn —)• w, we have 
9{un+i) -> m{w) + PK{vj)[g{u) - m{w) - pN{x, y)], 
and therefore 
9{u) = m{w) + PK{W)[9{U) - m{w) - pN{x,y)] 
This completes the proof. D 
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